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Problem 
Connecting and retaining millennials within established church structure has 
proven difficult in my context. I have observed a genuine desire for community and 
purpose within millennial groups, yet the majority remain removed from traditional 
church programing and events. A growing disenfranchisement with current church 
framework has caused many millennials to disengage or seek purpose elsewhere. 
Method 
Press Together was formed as a new millennial friendly approach to ministry in 
Ogden, UT. This raw cold-pressed juicery serves the healthiest organic options from its 
retail location while providing a space for fellowship, ministry, and employment. This 
 
 
study uses millennial focus groups and financial data to evaluate millennial engagement 
and the economic viability of Press Together. 
The Results 
Millennials were attracted to Press Together’s retail and ministry models. They 
would not hesitate to engage with and recommend Press Together. Most desired 
additional space for fellowship beyond space offered at the Ogden, Utah location. 
The production and sale of organic cold-pressed juice products is laborious and 
expensive. Retail sales alone did not validate an economically viable model given the 
cost of denominational wage scales and benefits. However, Press Together’s non-profit 
status provided a foundation for philanthropic efforts showing promise for an 
economically viable model. 
Conclusions 
Press Together represents a modern approach to ministry that resonates with 
millennials. For Press Together to reach its full potential, visionary leadership and skilled 
management are essential to sustain economic viability and realize ministry potential. 
With proper oversight and leadership, Press Together represents a relevant millennial 
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Description of the Ministry Context 
This project was implemented in Ogden, Utah. Ogden City contains three 
Seventh-day Adventist congregations with a total membership of 565. Ogden also has a 
one-classroom Seventh-day Adventist elementary school. At the commencement of this 
project, I served as the pastor of a multi-church district for three congregations in both 
Ogden and Logan, Utah. The district included two established churches, a church plant 
company, and one classroom elementary school. The total membership of this district 
was 429 members. In 2019, my responsibilities shifted because of congregational growth 
and additional obligations related to this project. As of February 2019, I served as the 
sole pastor of the Ogden Seventh-day Adventist Church and Director of Press Together. 
The Ogden Seventh-day Adventist Church is a well-established congregation with 
330 members. Multiple services are conducted weekly in both English and Spanish. The 
church serves its community through support of a constituent Seventh-day Adventist 
elementary school, operation of a community food pantry, regular evangelistic efforts, 
and by providing housing for homeless families at regular intervals throughout the year. 
Church attendance is strong with a very diverse group of congregants. 
Press Together is a raw, organic, cold-pressed juicery open Monday through 
Thursday from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., Fridays from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., and is closed on 
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weekends. It operates as a non-profit that includes retail sales, but also supports non-
profit community development, philanthropy, and religious efforts from its city center 
location. Press Together is owned and operated by the Nevada-Utah Conference of 
Seventh-day Adventists (NUC) and is the focus of this professional dissertation. 
Ogden City has a population of 87,031 and is part of a continuous metropolitan 
population of 2,000,000 along the Wasatch Front. Ogden City is predominately 
Caucasian (61.5%) with a notable Hispanic presence (32.3%), maintains an average 
household income of $43,361, has a median age of 31, and retains a strong Latter-day 
Saints presence. 
 
Statement of the Problem 
Connecting millennials to established church functions is difficult within Seventh-
day Adventism. One consideration is the lack of attractive and accessible ministry 
opportunities for millennials within the church. I have observed a large number of 
millennials who are committed to the church’s mission, but do not have sustainable 
options to grow in ministry without pursuing many years of education and preparation. 
Often established pastors with proper education and experience are entrusted to organize 
youth or young adult ministries, yet these pastors often struggle to relate with these 
younger generations that may desire to approach ministry very differently. Growing 
disenfranchisement with traditional church functions and the lack of opportunities to 
engage in relevant communities are causing millennials to disengage or seek purpose 
elsewhere.  Creating a viable platform for millennials to take ownership for the church’s 
mission will hopefully allow them to address the issue of disenfranchisement among their 
peers in a personal and empowering way. 
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Statement of the Task 
The task of this project was to develop, implement, and evaluate a reproducible 
café style church plant in Ogden, Utah. This project was evaluated by tracking millennial 
engagement and financial viability. 
Delimitations of the Project 
This project was limited to Press Together in Ogden, Utah. The millennials who 
participated in this study were recruited from both Press Together’s retail location and 
from local area Seventh-day Adventist churches. All funding sources are specific to Press 
Together’s operation as a local entity of the Seventh-day Adventist Church. 
Description of the Project Process 
In order to develop a theological basis for reaching Millennials through a non-
profit café church model, the following points in Scripture were examined: (a) Jesus’ 
evangelistic method of creating community, (b) Acts 2:42-47, (c) and ecclesiology in the 
New Testament. Current literature was reviewed and includes relevant material 
including: (a) strategies for millennial ministry, (b) third places, (c) integration of 
ministry with business, (d) and a review of sample café ministries. 
After theological reflection and literature review, individuals were selected to 
participate in focus groups to evaluate potential millennial engagement with the presented 
model. Financial records were collected and reviewed to measure the projects economic 
viability. 
Three focus groups were conducted beginning in September of 2019. Financial 
data was reviewed for the calendar year of 2019. The focus groups evaluated millennial 
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reactions to the presented café church model through individual and collective responses. 
Financial records were reported to measure the projects economic viability. This project 




THEOLOGICAL REVIEW  
Introduction 
Established religious systems tend to gravitate toward standardized missional 
protocols. Over time, the standardization of religious methodology can cause individuals 
or groups to lose sight of the diversity and methodology presented in Scripture. This 
chapter attempts to challenge religious preconceptions by investigating Jesus’ 
evangelistic method of creating community, the inception of the New Testament church 
in Acts 2:42–47, and ecclesiology in the book of Acts. Unless otherwise noted, all 
Biblical quotations are provided in the New King James Version.   
Jesus’ Evangelistic Method of 
Creating Community 
Jesus was sacrificial, personal, and intentional about creating community. By 
playing the role of a recruiter rather than an evangelist, Jesus created ambassadors for His 
cause who eagerly recruited others within their sphere of influence. Jesus saw no 
hierarchy among His followers. He valued sacrificial service without judgment seeing all 
as potential candidates for His kingdom community. 
 
Divine Community 
Community is a part of God’s nature. God is one (Deut 6:4), but is described in a 
community of oneness—Father, Son, and Spirit (Gen 1:26, Isa 48:16, Matt 28:19, 1 Cor 
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12:4–6, 2 Cor 13:14, Col 2:9, 1 Pet 1:2, Jude 1:20). The community of oneness within the 
Godhead extends beyond God Himself. God desires a reciprocal engagement between 
His creation and Himself. Examining Proverbs 8, Davidson (2014) describes the 
installation of Christ into a new office at the very beginning of creation. Davidson (2014) 
recognizes an infinite God who desires to connect in a relationship with a finite creation. 
With mutual consent, Christ designated himself in the role of mediator between the 
Creator and the creation. God holds a desire for communion with His creation—this is 
realized through the person of Jesus Christ. Paul calls his readers to consider the mind of 
Christ who despite being equal with God, made Himself of no reputation, coming in the 
likeness of men (Phil 2:5–7). Jesus voluntarily became subordinate as One of us to live 
out Divinity’s desire to connect in community. 
 
Jesus’ Methodology of Community 
When Jesus began His ministry on this earth, He was intentional about engaging 
in a community. “And Jesus, walking by the Sea of Galilee, saw two brothers, Simon 
called Peter, and Andrew his brother. He said to them, ‘Follow Me, and I will make you 
fishers of men’” (Matt 4:18–19). A significant part of Jesus’ intentionality in calling 
disciples was likely to prepare them for the next generation of religious leadership (Matt 
28:19–20), but Jesus also seems to be proactive in order to create a support team for 
challenging personal moments. “And He took with Him Peter and the two sons of 
Zebedee, and He began to be sorrowful and deeply distressed. Then He said to them, ‘My 
soul is exceedingly sorrowful, even to death. Stay here and watch with Me’” (Matt 
26:37–38). Jesus was intentional about creating community not only for missional 
purposes but for personal needs also. It would not seem that Divinity would need a 
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support team; yet we find Jesus being very proactive in finding a supportive community 
during His ministry. 
Rather than go to the synagogue or religious schools to find important religious 
leaders, Jesus utilized common people for companionship. White (1898) described the  
disciples as men of “native ability” who were “humble and teachable” (White, 1898,  
p. 250). While these men were chosen, they were not perfectly qualified for 
companionship with Divinity. Judas was a betrayer (John 13:21–26), Thomas was a 
doubter (John 20:27), Peter was overconfident (John 13:37–38), and the whole group 
constantly argued over who would be the greatest among themselves (Luke 9:46; 22:24). 
Yet, Jesus chose to intentionally engage in an intimate community with the disciples 
despite their imperfections. 
While Jesus was intentional about creating community among humanity, He often 
found time to disconnect for personal reflection and communion with His Father in 
heaven. “Now in the morning, having risen a long while before daylight, He went out and 
departed to a solitary place; and there He prayed” (Mark 1:35). After returning from 
ministry, Jesus instructed the disciples, “‘Come aside by yourselves to a deserted place 
and rest awhile . . .’ so they departed to a deserted place in the boat by themselves” (Mark 
6:31, 34). Creating and connecting in community was a high priority for Jesus, but He 
also balanced His lifestyle to engage in necessary personal and corporate rest and 
reflection. 
Often, common people were attracted to Jesus. Luke records, “Tax collectors and 
sinners” were attracted to Jesus, while the Pharisees distanced themselves and judged 
Him for associating with sinners (Luke 15:1–2). While the Pharisees considered Jesus 
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guilty by His associations, through a parable, Jesus invited the Pharisees to “rejoice” with 
Him over the association (Luke 15:6). Throughout the Gospels, Jesus did not cast  
judgment and took a genuine interest in the people He associated with. 
However, Jesus’ presence did not always lead to positive relationship-building 
opportunities and growing community. Sometimes Jesus’ impact on people was quite 
disruptive. Jesus Himself said, “Do you suppose that I came to give peace on earth? I tell 
you, not at all, but rather division” (Luke 12:51). At the inception of Christ’s ministry, He 
was rejected by a synagogue of individuals who disbelieved his claims of Messiahship 
(Luke 4:16–30). Jesus rarely had initial success in gaining disciples when a part of  large 
organized gatherings. Typically, Jesus is found having successes privately with people on 
the streets and in the countryside. It’s uncommon in the Gospels for Jesus to have major 
successes in large religious settings. Conversions during Jesus ministry often happened 
on a case by case basis with a personally invested invitation. It is the assertion of this 
review that Jesus did not approach ministry as a large-scale public evangelist. Rather, 
Jesus found greater success in one on one interactions.  
Focusing on one individual at a time, Jesus was effective in impacting a 
community at large. As a recruiter, Jesus invested in people who opened themselves to 
His influence. When He gained their trust, that individual became a catalyst of the Gospel 
within their sphere of influence. In the majority of cases (25), someone is found initiating 
a personal discussion with Jesus. In a much smaller number of instances (9), Jesus 
Himself initiates the interaction. The narratives of the Samaritan woman and the crippled 
beggar are two good examples of how Jesus initiated and interacted with people (John 
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4:7-32; 5:1–15). In both instances, the woman and the beggar affect individuals who are 
within their sphere of influence because of their interactions with Jesus. 
Jesus Was a Recruiter 
The narratives of the Samaritan woman and the crippled man at Bethesda have  
been extensively discussed and researched by many authors. It is not my intention to give 
an exhaustive overview of these narratives, but rather use them to illustrate Jesus’ method 
of evangelism as a recruiter. Jesus’ successes in ministry typically came at odd intervals. 
During His most important interactions, Jesus rarely had an appointment with His 
audience. He found opportunities to interact in casual places along the way. These simple 
interactions form the foundation of Jesus’ major successes in ministry. 
Samaritan Woman 
The interaction between Jesus and the Samaritan woman in John 4:7-32 is casual 
but intentional. Jesus was tired because of His journey from Judea to Galilee and stopped 
to rest by a well outside Sychar (John 4:4, 6). When a woman approached the well, Jesus 
asked her for a drink of water (John 4:7). An interaction between a thirsty man and a 
woman with means to draw water seems innocent enough. But in simple interactions 
among daily activities, Jesus thrived. 
The Samaritan woman is intrigued that a Jewish man would talk with her (John 
4:9). Jews and Samaritans did not get along, and the woman was likely not used to being 
spoken to by a Jewish man. But Jesus is about to engage and convert many in Sychar 
because of this one simple conversation. If Jesus engaged and recruited this woman, 
many in the town would be also converted by her testimony (John 4:39). She most likely 
had a network of people who trusted her. If the woman was recruited to the cause of the 
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Gospel, people under her sphere of influence would be more open to Jesus’ testimony. If 
Jesus joined the Disciples in town and tried to initiate a conversation with a woman there, 
He would probably have been met with skepticism and rejected by the woman. A Jewish 
man engaging with a Samaritan woman was an uncommon occurrence in the Samaritan 
territory (Matthews, 2010). The woman likely would have felt pressure from her peers to 
ignore Jesus. But Jesus recognized the dynamics of the moment and seized the 
opportunity. Because Jesus engaged her privately, He was able to win her confidence and 
then she became an ambassador for His acceptance in that town. 
Crippled Man at Bethesda 
Jesus’ interaction with a crippled man at the pool called Bethesda, is again, a 
simple one. Jesus who is traveling to observe a feast in Jerusalem initiated the interaction 
with the crippled man. “Do you want to be made well?” (John 5:6). Not knowing who 
Jesus was, the man attempts to enlist Jesus in assisting him into the waters at the 
appropriate time (John 5:7). But instead of playing into the man’s misguided 
superstitions, Jesus commands him to rise up, walk, and be healed. The man is healed and 
disappears from Jesus’ presence. When the Pharisees see the man walking on the Sabbath 
day, they reprimand him for breaking the Sabbath (John 5:10). Later in the day the man 
reconnects with Jesus in the Temple and begins telling others that it was Jesus who had 
healed him (John 5:14-15). 
Jesus’ interaction with the crippled man is an example of how Jesus often 
interacted with others. A careful perusal of the narrative reveals several points that are 
easily overlooked. First, the man was sinful and selfish. The man never acknowledged 
Jesus after being healed hurried away. After Jesus reconnected with the man in the 
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temple, Jesus instructs him to “sin no more,” recognizing the man’s sinful state (John 
5:14). Second, the Pharisees are disinterested in the man’s miraculous healing and more 
interested in enforcing their interpretation of the law. They seemed to value adherence to 
external requirements, rather than people. Third, the crippled man undoubtedly had a 
network of people with whom he shared a long-term relationship. When the man began 
reporting that Jesus had healed him (John 5:15), those who were in his network were 
more likely to listen to him. Just one chapter later in John chapter six, a great multitude of 
5000 people are found following Jesus because, “They saw His signs which He 
performed on those who were diseased” (John 6:2). Those who had been touched by 
Jesus had recruited others within their network to come and see Jesus for themselves. 
If Jesus had entered Jerusalem and announced His Messiahship in a public 
manner, He would have met strong resistance from the Jewish leadership. Even after one 
disagreement over proper Sabbath observance the Jews persecuted Jesus and sought to 
kill Him (John 5:16, 18). A public declaration of truth would not have been well received 
because of religious bias. By focusing on individuals, Jesus gained their trust and in turn, 
recruited not only them but many in their network of relationships. White recognizes 
Christ’s evangelistic method, “Christ’s method alone will give true success in reaching 
the people. The Savior mingled with men as one who desired their good. He showed His 
sympathy for them, ministered to their needs, and won their confidence” (White, 1909, p. 
143). Nearly everyone has access to unique relationships that others do not. By investing 
in and recruiting one individual at a time, Jesus tapped into the networks of those who He 
had blessed. The recommendation of someone who is known and trusted can be much 
more powerful than the arguments of someone who is unknown. Jesus’ focus on 
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recruiting individuals resulted in a great multitude of those who had an open mind and 
desired to hear more (John 6:1–3). 
The Inception of the New Testament 
Church in Acts 2:42-47 
The beginning of the Christian church is surrounded by the outpouring of the  
Holy Spirit at Pentecost in the book of Acts. Jesus had just been crucified on the cross 
and risen from the grave. Despite Jesus’ regular counsel during His ministry, the disciples 
continued to operate under misconceptions regarding His purposes. “Lord, will You at 
this time restore the kingdom of Israel” (Acts 1:6)? Instead of directly answering the 
disciples’ question, Jesus gave the assurance of the coming Holy Spirit and their 
continued ministry to furthermost parts of the earth (Acts 1:7-8). After Jesus’ ascension 
into heaven and the arrival of the Holy Spirit at Pentecost, Peter stood up to speak to the 
mixed multitude that had gathered. Calling the crowd’s attention to the Old Testament, 
Peter revealed to them that they had crucified the promised Messiah (Acts 2:36). Instead 
of being condemned, Peter called the crowd to repentance. Despite being guilty, the 
crowd realized that they were still eligible of receiving the promise! The very death of the 
man who was murdered now gave grace to those who were guilty of murder (Acts 2:38). 
Another aspect that contributed to the strong success experienced at Pentecost 
was Jesus’ quiet but intentional ministry before His death. As discussed in the previous 
section, Jesus was intentional about creating community as a recruiter. While the results 
of Jesus’ ministry were not immediately apparent, the fruit of His ministry had become 
ripe and impacted Pentecost. Jesus taught that, “Every good tree bears good fruit” (Matt 
7:18). The actions of Christ during His ministry directly impacted the harvest 
experienced at Pentecost. Jesus cultivated lasting relationships during His ministry, but 
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the established religious system rejected Him. This undoubtedly brought confusion to 
those who would have followed Jesus. But on the day of Pentecost, the fruit was ripe to 
receive. As Peter revealed Christ in retrospect of His death, the people recognized their 
error and were reunited with Christ (Acts 2:41). 
The grace that was experienced by the early Christian converts was, in turn, 
replicated by others causing an environment where the church began to flourish. In Acts 
2:42–47, the newly formed Christian church is described as a highly effective movement 
that was daily experiencing growth through fellowship and baptisms. When the church 
received grace from Christ and replicated it to others, the Christian church established a 
foundation for success. When the church lost sight of grace and began to focus on the 
deficiencies of one another, traditions, and ceremonies—the church began to slip into 
darkness. Notice White’s (1948) observation of this point: 
The early Christians began to look for defects in one another. Dwelling upon 
mistakes, giving place to unkind criticism, they lost sight of the Savior and of the 
great love He had revealed for sinners. They became stricter in regard to outward 
ceremonies, more particular about the theory of the faith, more severe in their 
criticisms. In their zeal to condemn others, they forgot their own errors. They 
forgot the lesson of brotherly love that Christ had taught. And, saddest of all, they 
were unconscious of their loss. They did not realize that happiness and joy were 
going out of their lives and that soon they would walk in darkness, having shut the 
love of God out of their hearts. (p. 241) 
Growing out of the grace extended at the cross and realized by the believers at 
Pentecost, three key characteristics of the commencing church surface in Acts 2:42–47. 
The initial group of believers is described as those who were steadfast in the faith, in one 
accord as a community, and holding favor with all people (Acts 2:42, 46–47). These three 
key characteristics provide a catalyst for the detailed actions and success of the newly 
formed church. Using the newly initiated church as a model ministry, each key 




The newly originated church is described as, “Continuing steadfastly in the 
apostles’ doctrine and fellowship, in the breaking of bread, and in prayers” (Acts 2:42). 
These individuals were guilty of the crucifixion (Acts 2:36); yet received undeserved 
grace for their sin. The result of this grace was deep conviction and commitment to their 
faith. Danker (2000) defines the Greek word used for the new believer’s conviction and 
commitment, προσκαρτεροῦντες, as someone who “sticks by, attaches themselves to, 
waits on, is faithful, or devoted” (p. 881). Living in undeserved grace, the church 
faithfully committed themselves to Christ, His mission, and to one another. This 
commitment is described as being carried out through faithfulness in the apostles’  
doctrine, fellowship, the breaking of bread, and prayer. 
One Accord 
Paul challenges his readers in Philippi to reciprocate the love, fellowship, 
tenderness, and compassion of Christ they have experienced with others (Phil. 2:1–2). 
When people recognize their deficiencies and need for grace, they are more likely to 
reciprocate that grace to others. While the Bible sets apart various individuals to a higher 
standard (Titus 1:5–9; 1 Tim 3:1–8, 1 Pet 5:1–4), the Bible does not describe these so-
called individuals to a role of supremacy. When Christian leaders place members on an 
equal level under the grace of Christ, unity in one accord is possible. When individuals 
see themselves as superior to others, confusion, jealousy, discord abound. 
Despite striving for unity, most organizations cannot reach that realization. For 
unity to thrive, an individual’s desire to control others must be cut off. Jesus instructed, 
“Whoever seeks to keep his life will lose it, and whoever loses his life will preserve it” 
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(Luke 17:33). Dominance and control are a result of sin. It assumes superiority. Under 
the grace of Christ, no individual upholds a claim to preeminence. When individuals see 
themselves as those who were lost but are now redeemed by the grace of Christ through 
no merit of their own, they are more likely to react to others with grace, patience, and 
understanding. To realize unity, it requires long-suffering, humility, a teachable spirit, 
and acceptance of diversity. 
Favor With All People 
The Jewish nation was known for being at odds with others who were not a part 
of their group. Jews looked down on Samaritans and preferred not to associate with them 
(John 4:9, 20). They despised Gentiles and looked down on them as “sinners” (Gal 2:11–
15). The Jews were also known for regularly revolting against the Romans who ruled 
over them and used Scripture to justify their actions. White comments, “Tumults and 
insurrections were constantly arising among the Jews against the Roman Government” 
(White, 1878, Vol 3., p. 130). 
In contrast with the Jews, the newly commenced church in Acts 2:47 was said to 
have, “favor with all people,” and this led to exponential numerical growth. Having favor 
with all people is not an easy accomplishment, yet the newly formed church achieved it 
because of its attitudes and actions. Because they had received undeserved grace, the 
church was quick to extend that grace to others. Because of this reciprocation of grace, 
the newly formed church bolstered its reputation and experienced exponential growth. 
Ecclesiology in the Book of Acts 
The organized church today has clearly defined parameters and expectations for 
ecclesiastical practice. Many of these guidelines have been established because of human 
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experience, history, and denominational needs. Expectations from organization to 
organization vary, but most have well established ecclesiastical standards in place. 
The Seventh-day Adventist church has established itself as having no other creed  
other than the Bible itself, yet as the church has grown, established expectations have also 
grown. Seventh-day Adventists have developed ecclesiastical standards that cater to its 
traditions and organizational needs. Implementing a unique ecclesiology is likely subject 
to scrutinization by many. Since the substance of this doctoral project involves the 
implementation of a unique ecclesiastical approach, the foundation of ecclesiology in the 
New Testament must be carefully considered and applied. 
Ẻκκλησία 
The Greek word ẻκκλησία is used to describe the “church” in the New Testament. 
Ẻκκλησία is a Koine Greek word that can be used to denote several different types of 
meaning in both Biblical and non-Biblical situations. According to Danker’s (2000) 
Greek-English Lexicon, ẻκκλησία holds three main levels of meaning. First, ẻκκλησία 
can be used to describe a regularly scheduled legislative assembly. This assembly can 
either be a religious or non-religious gathering. One example of a regularly scheduled 
secular gathering would be attendance at the Greco-Roman theater. Second, ẻκκλησία 
can denote a casual unscheduled gathering. One example of this can be found in Acts 19, 
where a spontaneous mob gathered to riot against Paul because of Christianity's threat to 
the silversmith industry that profited by making shrines for the Greek god, Diana. Third, 
ẻκκλησία can describe a community or congregation of people with shared beliefs. These 
communities can either be described corporately or as smaller groups. 
Within the definition of ẻκκλησία, is the concept of a universal church under  
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Christ. The apostle Paul emphasizes this concept throughout his writings. He describes 
Christ as the head of a body which is composed of many members who make up the 
individual parts (Rom 12:5; 1 Cor 12:12–31; Eph 5:23–24; Col 1:18, 24). The universal 
church is inclusive of all people from antiquity to the present who have placed their hope 
in Christ. It has successfully crossed culture, languages, and denominations through 
history with the Christ of Scripture as its catch-all leader. The universal church is unique 
and has continuously changed through its generations. Just like a hand is connected to the 
body, but not exactly like a foot—the church is connected under Christ but utilizes 
different methods to meet local needs and culture. A good example illustrating diversity 
in the New Testament is Paul’s experience as a growing leader in the book of Acts. God 
first had to soften Paul’s heart to accept diversity in the church. After Paul’s eyes were 
opened, he became a progressive catalyst for inclusion while working with the church to 
define appropriate standards for universal acceptance. 
Paul was a “Hebrew of Hebrews” after the tribe of Benjamin. He was in all senses 
an Israelite youth protégé, “A Pharisee” with “zeal” for the law and his heritage (Phil 
3:5). When Paul is confronted with Jesus on the Damascus Road, he faced a needed shift 
in perspective (Acts 9:1–6). After Damascus, God works to break down Paul’s 
preconceptions regarding his Jewish privilege. 
Alongside Paul, Peter was also a growing leader in the church needing a 
perspective change. Peter received a perspective change in Acts 10:9–16 with the vision 
of the descending sheet filled with all kinds of unclean foods. Simultaneously, an angel of 
God is presented to Cornelius, the Centurion, a well-spoken of Roman. Cornelius is sent 
to seek out Peter where they realize together that the newly found Gospel was for all 
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people. Paul explains to Cornelius, “You know how it is unlawful it is for a Jewish man 
to keep company with or go to one of another nation. But God has shown me that I 
shouldn’t call any man common or unclean” (Acts 10:28). Peter’s vision of unclean foods 
caused him to face a new perspective toward the potential of the Gospel and Christian 
boundaries. “Peter opened his mouth and said: In truth, I perceive that God shows no 
partiality. But in every nation whoever fears Him and works righteousness is accepted by 
Him” (Acts 10:34–35). The Gospel then begins to be realized in all nations as the Holy 
Spirit falls on the Gentiles and Peter affirms his vision and experience with Cornelius. 
The movement now realized, “God has also granted to the Gentiles repentance to life” 
(Acts 11:18). 
The simultaneous realization of the global gospel mission-field in the newly 
forming movement created room for misunderstandings. Peter’s vision of the ẻκκλησία 
expanded to one without borders of nationality, race, culture, language, spirituality, or 
heritage. Peter recognized, “Whoever fears God and works righteousness” were inclusive 
of the ẻκκλησία (Acts 10:35). But the ẻκκλησία quickly faced misunderstandings because 
of this expansion. 
While Barnabas and Paul establish a church in Antioch (Acts 11:19–26), James 
brother of John is murdered, and Peter is thrown into prison (Acts 12:1–4). After walking 
out of prison with an angel of the Lord, Peter has the realization, “Now I know for certain 
that the Lord has sent His angel and has delivered me from the hand of Herod and from 
all the expectation of the Jewish people” (Acts 12:11). Barnabas and Paul’s ministry was 
affirmed by a group of prophets and teachers in Antioch (Acts 13:1–3) and continued to 
gain credibility with the Gentiles. The Jews were filled with envy because of Paul’s 
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success and began to oppose him (Acts 13:45). This caused a shift in Paul’s ministerial 
focus. “It was necessary that the word of God should be spoken to you (Jews) first; but 
since you reject it, and judge yourselves unworthy of everlasting life, behold, we turn the 
Gentiles” (Acts 13:46). The Gentiles stood behind the apostles but were at odds with the 
Jewish leaders. This rivalry led to an escalation of violence against Barnabas and Paul 
(Acts 14:5–6, 19–20). The ẻκκλησία is transforming and being discovered under the 
guidance of the Holy Spirit, but conflict is also unfortunately revealed. 
The apostles appointed elders in different groups among the Gentiles representing 
the ẻκκλησία in their various regions (Acts 14:23) and returned to Antioch to report their 
experience and the revelation that the Gospel was universal for all people (Acts 14:27). 
After staying in Antioch a long time (Acts 14:28), a certain man began teaching the 
people that they must be circumcised according to Moses’ custom (Acts 15:1). The 
movement began growing in the application of their new missional reality. Pharisees who 
had accepted Christ insisted that the new Gentile converts adhere to the Jewish standards 
according to Moses’ law (Acts 15:5). As Peter, Barnabas, and Paul discussed the new 
missional reality with the other apostles and elders in Jerusalem, James steps forward to 
recommend that the Gentiles simply abstain from things polluted by idols, from sexual 
immorality, from things strangled, and from blood with the explanation that Moses has 
been preached in every city for many generations (Acts 15:6–21). From James’ 
perspective, the newly forming church needed to focus on issues critical for fellowship. 
The entire assembled ẻκκλησία in Jerusalem agreed with James’ recommendation and 
issued a decree for operating procedures to move forward: 
For it seemed good to the Holy Spirit, and to us, to lay upon you no greater 
burden than these necessary things: that you abstain from things offered to idols, 
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from blood, from things strangled, and from sexual immorality. If you keep 
yourselves from these, you will do well. (Acts 15:28–29) 
The Gentiles now may grow in the Gospel while living in harmony with others 
under Christ. In James’ proclamation, he recognizes the prominence of the Mosaic Law, 
“Moses has had throughout many generations those who preach him in every city, being 
read in the synagogues every Sabbath” (Acts 15:21). The Gospel was now prepared to 
move across new cultures with a recognized standard for fellowship under Christ. 
Spiritual growth would continue to be developed in a diversely expanding movement. 
The ẻκκλησία gets moving. Barnabas departs to Cyprus with John Mark (Acts 
15:39). Paul continues to minister after choosing Silas as a companion and strengthening 
the ẻκκλησία in Syria and Cilicia (Acts15:40). Paul finds Timothy in his travels and 
enlists him. Since Timothy’s father was a Greek, Paul decides to circumcise him first 
(Acts 16:3). Right after circumcising Timothy, Paul and Silas continued declaring the 
Jerusalem decree, which does not require circumcision (Acts 15:28–29). Interestingly, 
Paul followed the customs of a Jewish cultural expectation but then continues to declare 
freedom from that expectation in the cities. This shows inclusion and respect for different 
people while encouraging others to reciprocate similar actions and unite as one body 
under Christ. Differences among the church leaders did not stop them from working 
together in unity within the context that they were called. 
Paul and Silas experienced difficulty in their travels; yet, it did not stop them from 
picking up believers along the way. The ẻκκλησία was alive with common people in 
community under Christ. While Paul was ready to write off the Jewish nation (Acts 18:5–
6), God had other plans (Acts 18:9–11). The ẻκκλησία is not exclusive. It’s diverse 
enough to cross cultures with a universal invitation of inclusion. When Paul found 
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himself called to return to Jerusalem, he received many warnings not to go. The disciples 
in Tyre warned Paul through the Spirit, “Not to go up to Jerusalem,” but Paul continued 
anyway (Acts 21:4). In Caesarea, Agabus warns Paul that the Jews will bind him and 
deliver him to the Gentiles (Acts 21:11). Despite the warnings, Paul remains resolved to 
return to Jerusalem regardless of the cost. “What do you mean by weeping and breaking 
my heart? For I am ready not only to be bound but also to die at Jerusalem for the name 
of the Lord Jesus” (Acts 21:13). 
Jerusalem is torn between the Jewish establishment and underground Christianity. 
Paul finds the church alive and well, but with questions about his ministry (Acts 21:21). 
There are many Jews who are “zealous for the law” who are experiencing the truth of 
Jesus (v. 20). The Jews were spread out everywhere and intermixed with the Gentiles. 
There was concern that Paul was calling all, including Jews, to “forsake Moses” and not 
circumcise their children (v. 21). The apostles were comfortable allowing a downgraded 
standard for the Gentiles but were eager to dispel the idea that Paul was not a keeper of 
the law by ensuring his participation in the purification offerings the law required (vv. 
25–26). The apostles held a different standard of Gospel observance across cultures. Paul 
presented himself as a Jew when he was in the company of Jews, but he became weak to 
win the weak who did not have the law (1 Cor 9:19–23). Paul immediately follows his 
statement with a call to run the race of Christianity and not to become disqualified (1 Cor 
9:24–27). Under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, the ẻκκλησία is growing. All in the 
ẻκκλησία are equally valued, yet some are called to a higher standard in the race that is 
set before them. The ẻκκλησία is learning and growing under Christ with the assurance of 
acceptance under the Gospel. 
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The ẻκκλησία is a movement of people connected through Christ and called to 
action by the moving of the Holy Spirit. The Jewish system had established itself as the 
regulatory arm of religious observance. The two did not mix well because the Christian 
ẻκκλησία was progressive, and Judaism was established and restrictive. Paul worked to 
redeem Judaism to the Gospel, but Judaism’s majority proved itself unwilling to receive 
Paul’s counsel. After calling the leaders of the Jews together in Rome, Paul studied the 
scriptures with them from the Law of Moses and the Prophets (Acts 28:17, 23). When the 
Jewish leaders did not agree among themselves, they quoted the Prophet Isaiah regarding 
their own unwillingness to receive the Gospel and announced that salvation was given to 
the Gentiles (Acts 28:25–28). Despite holding many Gospel believers in its ranks, the 
established Jewish religion had difficulty adapting to the Gospel. Human systems 
sometimes block an individual’s willingness to be subjective to the Holy Spirit and adapt. 
Even God-ordained movements such as the nation of Israel can become so inflexible that 
the progression of the Gospel can become hindered. 
The ẻκκλησία is uncontrollable from a human standpoint. Humans often set up 
standards to control and analyze the movement of the Holy Spirit, but God is not 
restricted to these standards. “The wind blows where it wishes, and you hear the sound of 
it, but cannot tell where it comes from and where it goes. So is everyone who is born of 
the Spirit” (John 3:8). While human controls may be helpful at times, often they become 
unnecessarily restrictive. God is capable of reaching all people regardless of the baggage 
they carry. By setting up a religious standard beyond the simple expectations found in 
Scripture, the work of the Gospel is unnecessarily restricted. The Holy Spirit moves in 
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unique ways in different circumstances to realize the Gospel across cultures and human 
expectations. 
Conclusion 
God desires community. His very nature speaks to this desire. Jesus’ method of 
reestablishing community among a sinful humanity often begins with personal touches. 
By recruiting individuals on a personal level, Jesus gained access to larger groups of 
people because of the recruited individuals’ influence. The results of this personalized 
approach were not fully realized until Pentecost. 
Interpretations and guidelines set forth by established religious groups can hinder 
the gospel’s missional potential. Christian organizations must approach mission with an 
open-minded biblical foundation that allows for creativity, diversity, and inclusion. 
Allowing for organization diversity helps engage disenfranchised or marginalized people 






Creating an economically viable platform for millennial ministry demands diverse 
consideration in several areas. Because this project is limited to a non-profit juicery, 
owned by the Nevada-Utah Conference, the following key areas of concentration were 
considered: (a) strategies for millennial ministry, (b) casual gathering places called third 
places, (c) integration of ministry and business, (d) and a review of sample café 
ministries. 
The noted concentrations above represent a large area of subject matter meriting 
an extensive review within their distinguished domains. For this review, studies relevant 
to the stated project objectives are considered, recognizing the limitations of this study. 
Priority is given to recent literature; however, formational material essential to framing 
the discussion is also included. 
Strategies for Millennial Ministry 
To understand strategies for millennial ministry, one must first ask the question, 
“Who is a millennial?” In the following sections, millennials are introduced along with a 
discussion of their characteristics. Once the millennials are properly understood, 
strategies for millennial ministry can be explored. 
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Introduction to Millennials 
Many remain confused when presented with the word millennial. While the word 
is more readily accepted in the mainstream today, experts struggle to agree with one 
another as to its exact parameters. In a recent comprehensive study, researchers defined 
millennials as those born between 1980 and 1995 (Finn & Donovan, 2013). It is not 
uncommon, however, to see dates ranging from the late 1970s to the early 2000s and 
everywhere in between (Boomers, Gen X, Gen Y, 2019; Dimock, 2019; Generation Y, 
2018; How to Determine, 2016; Myers & Sadaghiani, 2010; New Census Bureau, 2014; 
Ng, Schweltzer, & Lyons, 2010; Schumer, 2020; Stewart, Oliver, Cravens, & Oishi, 
2017). 
Beyond the generational timeframe, experts cannot agree if millennial is the 
correct descriptive term. Generation Y has also been coined to describe this group 
(Generation Y, 1993). In recent years, however, the word millennial has become 
generally accepted as the descriptive term for the discussed generation (Raphelson, 
2014). 
Rising to 25% of the total population, millennials have overtaken boomers as the 
largest group worldwide (New Strategist, 2015). This rise to prominence is gaining 
millennials a lot of attention. In an almost prophetic voice, Weinbaum, Girven, and 
Oberhotzer (2016) alert readers to an unavoidable reality: “Millennials are the largest 
living generation in the United States and will increasingly occupy positions of influence 
and responsibility” (p. 6). Organizations are taking notice of the statistics and realizing 




Characteristics of Millennials 
Subgroups within a generational class may exhibit diversity from the whole. 
Weinbaum et al. (2016) recognized that “American and foreign millennials are different 
both because they have grown up in different countries and cultures, with different 
values, education and economic opportunities” (p. 16). This review focuses on the North 
American millennial because of the coinciding project’s nature and location. 
Millennials are distinguished from any other group in history because they are 
“living through changes that have never been seen before” (Febus-Paris, 2014, pp. 117–
118). The combination of economic challenges, technological advancement, 
globalization, and heightened social awareness has produced an interesting mix of coping 
strategies amalgamated with unrestrained optimism. 
Winograd and Hais (2011) point out that, “The millennial generation began to 
enter the workforce in significant numbers just when the American economy was 
shedding jobs at a record pace” (p. 121). The statistics agree, “Millennials have had to 
cope with the highest unemployment rate on record for their age group” (New Strategist, 
2013, p. 5). The rise in unemployment has caused millennials to continue education, 
incur large debts, postpone marriage and childbearing, and flock to urban areas to rent 
rather than buy homes. Despite these challenges, millennials remain optimistic about the 
future—more so than previous generations. 
Because millennials are prone to pursue higher education, they can often be found 
living with their parents longer. Extended nurturing parental relationships have given 
millennials respect for age and experience, but this appreciation “doesn’t translate into 
deference or acquiescence” (Tulgan, 2016, p. 78). Unlimited access to information has 
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allowed millennials to become more self-aware. Family, relationships, and mentors are 
valued, but the standards of the previous generation are not assumed. Many “settle down 
later in life . . . and usually don’t subscribe to a single mindset with respect to gender, 
partisanship, race, religious association, or sexual preferences” (Luttrell & McGrath, 
2016, p. 32). 
Millennials embrace diversity because they live in diversity. Statistics show that, 
“Millennials are much more diverse than middle-aged or older people” (New Strategist, 
2015, p. 255). “Millennials have witnessed or experienced diversity in their own lives, or 
in the media, and may have learned to tolerate difference if not fully accept it” (Luttrell & 
McGrath, 2016, p. 24). Weinbaum, et al. (2016) assert that this diversity provides 
“openness to working with different types of people who can bring different 
perspectives” (p. 28). Winograd and Hais (2011) connect an upbringing with a fully 
involved father and mother to a blurring of traditional roles and a refusal of restrictions 
based upon gender. Despite this blurring of gender roles, Winograd and Hais also assert 
that millennials do want to marry and have children, but that their families will not look 
or behave like families of previous generations. 
One key factor that drives millennial diversity and self-awareness is the 
advancement of technology and the use of social media. Luttrell and McGrath (2016) 
argue that technology “may be the single most influential component in the life of a 
millennial” (p. 24). Fromm and Garton (2013) assert, “Technology fuels millennial 
culture” (p. 169). Bonner, Marbley, and Howard-Hamilton (2011) point out that 
millennials labeled as the digital or net generation because they are reliant on technology. 
A 2010 Pew research report suggests that millennials “treat their multi-tasking, hand-held 
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gadgets almost like a body part—for better and worse” (Pew Charitable Trusts, 2010, 
para. 4). 
This dependence on technology has led to an interesting phenomenon in the 
make-up of millennial social culture. Metcalf (2015) captures the millennial spirit with 
the question, “Even when you are sitting next to a friend, why speak when you can text?” 
(p. 191). Despite this trend of distant communication, Metcalf argues that digital 
connectedness has caused millennials to suffer from a phenomenon referred to as the fear 
of missing out (FOMO). Social media and technology can drive the perception that 
everyone else has more friends and lead a more exciting life causing millennials to 
simultaneously feel both more connected and more alienated (Powell & Argue, 2019). 
“Social media now makes it possible for our friends and acquaintances to tell us instantly 
and 24/7 the exciting things they’re doing” (Metcalf, 2015, p. 180). 
“One misconception about the millennial generation is that it’s all about distant 
relationships through technology and social media. But many suggest that media are 
simply vehicles for meeting people in person” (Coffee Shop, 2014, p. 54). Saratovsky 
and Feldmann (2013) agree: 
Millennials don’t necessarily see technology in terms of compelling new apps or 
social media platforms. Rather, they see technology as an extension of 
relationships and a natural part of their lives. Through a twenty-four-hour news 
cycle, millennials are connected to their ‘family and friends—often through real-
time updates, tweets, and texts’. (pp. 9, 192) 
Millennials desire human connection beyond screen time. Herring (2019) reflects: 
Staring into a screen—whether it’s a tablet, a smartwatch or smartphone, 
television or computer—diminishes our capacity for empathy. . . . Being able to 
converse with someone while making eye contact enables us to experience 
another person differently than reflexively sending a text. In  face-to-face 
conversation, we grow to understand that our words affect others’ feelings and 
that we are accountable for their impact. (p. 12) 
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The combination of diversity and awareness has created an interesting mix of 
individuals Tulgan (2016) describes as “high-maintenance,” yet likely the “most high 
performing” (Tulgan, 2016, p. 1) in history. According to Saratovsky and Feldmann 
(2013), appropriate millennial descriptors are: proactive, focused, dynamic, resilient, self-
aware, ambitious, visionary, relationship master, risk-taker, transparent, going against the 
norm, failing forward. Saratovsky and Feldmann also assert that there is a misnomer that, 
“millennials are a lazy, selfish, unmotivated, disrespectful, overconfident generation” 
who “lack any work ethic” (p. 21). Luttrell and McGrath (2016) challenge that 
millennials are ready to tackle any job or challenge and do so with verve and self-
esteem” (p. 22). Luttrell and McGrath continue this idea. “Millennials are connected, 
confident, and cavalier—in an ‘old-school’ sort of way. They are outspoken, self-assured, 
entrepreneurial, ‘pain in the ass,’ somewhat contradistinctive bunch with numerous 
talents. They are quite comfortable challenging the traditional ways of doing something” 
(p. 151). 
Challenges for the Church 
The headlines speak for themselves. “Millennials leaving the church in droves” 
(Burke, 2015). “Millennials are the least religiously engaged generation in nearly 100 
years” (Coffee Shop, 2014, p. 52). “As millennials leave the Church, some youth 
ministers ponder scary stats ” (Brumle, 2016). Responding to a recent Pew Research 
study, Burke (2015) observed that every major branch of Christianity is declining, mainly 
because millennials are leaving. While the evidence is clear that millennials are leaving 
the church, White (2014) shows that “there is no shift from Protestant Christianity to 
another religious brand” (p. 17). So where are the millennials going? They are joining the 
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fastest-growing religious group in America, the third-largest religious constituency in the 
United States, and a group that constitutes one in every five Americans—the “nones.” 
Millennials leaving the church are often becoming nonesofficials—individuals 
who identify as atheist, agnostic, or nothing in particular (Lipka, 2015). Overall, 35% of 
adult millennials are religiously unaffiliated, far more than those who identify as 
evangelical Protestants (21%), Catholics (16%) or mainline Protestants (11%). While the 
study identifies atheism as a potential descriptor for nones, White (2014) argues that the 
average none is not an atheist. “Nones are simply abandoning defined religion altogether” 
(p. 17). One contributing factor may be that millennials lack faith in institutions (Masci, 
2016). Elliott (2020) believes that millennials are the least likely generation to trust 
governments, news, elected officials, and large corporations. The reality is that 
millennials have watched institutions make promises that they have not always kept, so 
collectively they are becoming weary of investing in organizations as a whole. The 
departure from defined religion, however, does not correlate into the outright rejection of 
spirituality. Millennials are becoming known as the harbingers of the “make your own 
way” or “do-it-yourself” religion (Masci, 2016). “When pressed as to what they do hold 
to, they collectively answer, ‘nothing in particular.’ Simply put, they are spiritual but not 
religious” (White, 2014, p. 23). Some millennials do find common ground with 
individuals who are connected with religious organizations, but the connection is 
typically more relationally focused rather than organizationally focused (Miller, 2019). 
The millennial diversity and awareness are a contributing factor to the none 
mindset. Luttrell and McGrath (2016) sum up the millennial attitude well: 
Unlike many members from prior generations, many millennials are generally less 
apt to develop a traditional bond to any specific religion—they are generally 
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much more open-minded about investigating many religions. Many are apathetic 
toward religion and the strict rules on premarital sex and marriage. They are not 
anti-Christian, anti-religion, or anti-marriage, but they are generally speaking, not 
interested in religion or being married, and many are self-identified atheists. 
Many millennials believe one’s religion or spirituality is a personal choice. 
Millennials aren’t typically judgmental toward others’ decisions or beliefs related 
to their religious choices or whether their peers decided to marry. (Luttrell & 
McGrath, 2016, p. 34) 
Saratovsky and Feldmann (2013) describe the frustration of church leaders, “It 
seems like we can’t get millennials engaged in our organization. They are just not 
interested. And if we do get them to come to something, they never come back” (p. 19). 
The millennial challenge in the church is real. Fabus-Paris (2014) appeals to the church: 
Develop an awareness of the cultures and subcultures of the emerging generations 
and be willing to redefine and reinvent its methodologies. . . . We cannot ignore 
the reality of the disparities between the contemporary culture of emerging 
generations and our ecclesial forms, approaches, and theologies developed in and 
for previous generations. (p. 119) 
A Path Forward 
Suggested strategies to re-engage the millennial with the church are numerous. 
Some hold merit, others fall short. Ott (2016) believes that one key component is that the 
church should stop trying to save millennials. “The belief that we have what they need 
isn’t just a turnoff, it ignores the fact that we need to work as hard to understand them as 
they are to understand us” (p. 30). Boehme (2013) feels that the church needs to begin 
communicating with millennials differently because “millennials and many other people 
do less reading of printed texts and their attention spans are shorter” (p. 116). While 
millennials are disengaging and strategies do need to be reconsidered, Cloeter (2013) 
recognizes that they are looking for answers: “In all of the chaotic noise, they ask, ‘What 
do all these episodes mean? Is my story going anywhere?’” (p. 49). Bauman et al. (2014) 
agree with Cloeter (2013) in suggesting that millennials need a distinctive space to 
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scrutinize what they are doing. One reality remains true amidst the proposed remedies—
the church is scrambling for answers. 
In formulating a strategy to re-engage millennials in the church, it may be better 
to learn from corporations who are often quick to adapt. When profits are on the line, 
change often trumps tradition in the business world. When considering corporate 
recommendations for millennial adaptation, a few key areas of focus emerge: distance 
from an institutional image, team ownership, and creative solutions. 
In Cause for Change, Saratovsky and Feldmann (2013) caution, “Nonprofits were 
becoming more business-like and institutional—just as individuals were becoming more 
wary of institutions” (p. 13). They continue with the idea that “a one-size-fits-all 
approach is nearly impossible and will actually meet the needs of only a small segment of 
your audience. . . . Non-profits need to give them [millennials] what they want, how they 
want it, and on their terms” (p. 22, 42). Saratovsky and Feldmann believe that the 
solution is to make organizations open to a generation that is eager to involve themselves. 
DeConto (2012) agrees, “Millennials crave egalitarian participation in a close-knit 
community and tend to avoid anything that looks like an institution” (p. 24). 
Globalization is a phenomenon that has caused millennials to remain interested in 
the whole despite their weariness of the institution. Millennials need to know that their 
local efforts have a global impact. Winograd and Hais (2011) recognize that “millennials 
have been taught since they were toddlers that the best way to solve a societal problem is 
to act upon it locally, directly, and as a part of a larger group” (p. 226). Along with this 
line of thought, millennials are focused “on rebuilding America, as well as the world, one 
community at a time” (p. 227). For the church, the millennial’s local emphasis with 
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global focus mindset can work to its advantage. Millennials are ready to involve 
themselves as Winograd and Hais (2011) recognize, “The spirit of service permeates the 
entire generation” (p. 267). Boehme (2013) calls the church “to emphasize the calling and 
vocation of each baptized Christian” (p. 124). Millennials are certainly looking to be 
involved, but more than often involvement must be on their own terms. 
Millennials are ready to be a part of the team, but not a marginalized member. 
Blain (2008) advises that “millennials can, and often do, work efficiently on teams 
wherein they perceive themselves as equals and active team members from the outset”  
(p. 12). Luttrell and McGrath (2016) add: 
Millennials, as with most generations want to feel valued for their contributions 
within the workplace, classroom, or family unit. They want to be considered part 
of the group whether they lead or are being led . . . that millennials like to work 
on teams shouldn’t be surprising since millennials are noted as being the trophy 
generation . . . they seek teams where they can receive individual feedback but 
shine as an individual and be “awarded” the MVP trophy. (pp. 45, 82–83) 
If you allow them to, Saratovsky and Feldmann (2013) believe that millennials 
will become “round-the-clock evangelists if they feel supported and trusted” (p. 193). 
Further, they elaborate that millennials want to be active players who respond to calls for 
assistance and who know that their work is contributing to the organization’s success. 
Fromm and Garton (2013) concur, “Millennials are not willing to be passive consumers 
any longer, this generation wants to actively participate, create, and most important, be 
included as partners in the brands they love” (p. 8). Fromm and Garton conclude 
“millennials must become active participants, not passive consumers” (p. 170). Within 
this concept of team ownership, Tulgan (2016) makes the important further observation, 
“Every person you deal with is your customer—co-workers, employees, managers, 
suppliers, service people, and actual customers” (p. 97). Millennials are watching and 
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deciding whether they are going to be active players investing in your organization. If 
not, they will begin the search for a more worthy cause. 
The demand of a millennial to become an active player from the outset defies 
traditional organizational operations. But if organizations want to remain relevant in a 
new generation, they are going to have to find ways for millennials to integrate into the 
team. Saratovsky and Feldmann (2013) sum up the current reality well: 
Millennials are fearless—so you should be too. This fearlessness has enabled 
creativity, inventiveness, and the rise of a brand-new category of professionals 
transforming our planet: social entrepreneurs and social innovators, many of 
whom we profiled throughout this book. But now it is time for yours to be a 
fearless organization. Let’s put aside the reasons why you don’t want to get 
started engaging millennials. Let the negativity fall away, and instead focus on the 
opportunity the generation brings to your organization. Join millennials in their 
quest to be fearless, and channel their energy, excitement, and ideas to your 
organization. (p. 193) 
Luttrell and McGrath (2016) also recognize the millennial opportunity and 
suggest, “While not all millennials are change agents, there are those who tend to set the 
bar high for others around them” (p. 91). Tulgan (2016) counsels leaders to “look for 
millennials who love the responsibility and the service. Look for those who spend the 
most time patiently teaching. Look for those who want to lift people up and make them 
better. They will likely be your future leaders” (p. 174). 
Third Places 
Known for his book The Great Good Place (1989), Oldenburg coined the term 
“third place.” What is a third place? Oldenburg (1999) explains: 
Before industrialization, the first and second places were one. Industrialization 
separated the place of work from the place of residence, removing productive 
work from the home and making it remote in distance, morality, and spirit from 
family life. What we now call the third place existed long before this separation, 
and so our term is a concession to the sweeping effects of the industrial revolution 
and its division of life into private and public spheres. . . . In the new American 
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communities, however, third places are neither prominent nor prolific. They are 
largely prohibited. Upon an urban landscape increasingly hostile to and devoid of 
informal gathering places, one may encounter people rather pathetically trying to 
find some spot in which to relax and enjoy each other s company. (p. 16) 
Oldenburg’s (1999) words, originally written in 1989, identified a growing 
American problem—people were looking for a public place outside of their homes and 
places of work to enjoy other human beings. Oldenburg recognized the deficiency in 
American infrastructure when few others did: 
Great Civilizations, like great cities, share a common feature. Evolving within 
them and crucial to their growth and refinement are distinctive informal public 
gathering places. These become as much a part of the urban landscape as of the 
citizens’ daily life and, invariably, they come to dominate the image of the city. 
(p. xxvii) 
The genius of Oldenburg’s (1999) words was not realized until several years later. 
Oldenburg describes the lure of the third place, which later, became a key ingredient in 
the rise of corporations like Starbucks. While environment, seating capacity, and location 
are key factors, when creating an ideal third place, Oldenburg recognizes that there is 
more:  
The lure of the third place depends only secondarily upon seating capacity, the 
variety of beverages served, availability of parking, prices, or other features. What 
attracts the regular visitor to a third place is supplied not by management but by 
the fellow customers. The third place is just so much space unless the right people 
are there to make it come alive, and they are the regulars. It is the regulars who 
give the place its character and who assure that on any given visit some of the 
gang will be there. (p. 34) 
Starbucks capitalized upon many of Oldenburg’s (1999) key ingredients when others 




The Rise of Starbucks as a Third Place 
Many want to replicate the success Starbucks has experienced over the last 20 
years. But what is the secret of Starbucks explosive success? Schultz (1997), a key player 
in Starbucks expansion and former CEO explains, “People don t just drop by to pick up a 
half-pound of decaf on their way to the supermarket, as we first anticipated. They come 
for the atmosphere and the camaraderie” (Schultz, 1997, p. 121). Hawthorne (2012) 
comments, 
Before Starbucks, people drank a generic beverage called coffee. Today, thanks to 
Starbucks, coffee is an experience . . . big, comfortable armchairs, copies of the 
New York Times previous customers left behind, and homey brown-and-green 
decor, and free Wi-Fi to create a ‘third place,’ or ‘an extension of the front porch.’ 
(p. 44) 
Schultz (1997) realized that Starbucks was not experiencing success simply 
because of great coffee, but because they were creating an attractive third place: 
Why do so many customers willingly wait in long lines at Starbucks stores? Why 
do so many linger afterward, even with a to-go cup in their hands? At first, we 
figured it was simply because of the coffee. But as time went on, we realized that 
our stores had a deeper resonance and were offering benefits as a seductive as the 
coffee itself. (p. 119) 
What benefits could be as seductive as coffee? The people, atmosphere, and 
opportunity for human interaction. 
Most customers waited silently in line and spoke only to the cashier to order a 
drink. But somehow, just being in a Starbucks store, they felt they were out in the 
world, in a safe place yet away from the familiar faces they saw every day. . . . 
More and more people are working from home offices, telecommuting by phone 
and fax and modem with distant offices. They go to coffee stores for the human 
interactions they need on a regular basis. (Schultz, 1997, pp. 120–121). 
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Quite simply put, Schultz (2011) explains that “people continue to come to 
Starbucks for coffee and human connection” (p. 320). Asaf Bar-Tura (2011) agrees, 
“People come to coffee shops to be around other people, without actually having 
anything to do with them” (p. 96). 
One area that can be easily overlooked when considering Starbucks success as an 
attractive third place, is their commitment to attracting and retaining the right employees. 
Schultz (1997) explains his strategy: 
From the beginning of my management of Starbucks, I wanted it to be the 
employer of choice, the company everybody wanted to work for. By paying more 
than the going wage in restaurants and retail stores, and by offering benefits that 
weren t available elsewhere, I hoped that Starbucks would attract people who 
were well educated and eager to communicate our passion for coffee. To my 
thinking, a generous benefits package was a key competitive advantage. . . . Treat 
people like family, and they will be loyal and give their all. Stand by people, and 
they will stand by you . . . when a company shows generosity toward them, 
employees show a more positive outlook in everything they do. (Schultz, 1997, 
pp. 126–128) 
Schultz (1997) recognized the value of attracting the right employees to create the 
right environment. Schultz further explains, “I wanted to attract and hire individuals who 
worked together with a single purpose, who avoided political infighting and loved 
reaching for goals others thought impossible. I wanted to create a culture in which the 
endgame was not only personal gratification but a respected and admired enterprise”  
(p. 106). Behar (2009), a predecessor to Schultz, agrees with this philosophy of attracting 
and investing in the right people: “If you grow people, the people grow the business. 
That s it. That s the number one priority. If your people are better human beings, they ll 
be better partners of the company” (pp. 1–2). Starbucks leadership modeled the proven 
principles of Collins (2001) who outlined successful leadership principles in his best-
selling book, Good to Great. Collins asserts, “We expected that good-to-great leaders 
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would begin by setting a new vision and strategy. We found instead that they first got the 
right people on the bus, the wrong people off the bus, and then right people in the right 
seats and then they figured out where to drive it” (p. 13). Starbucks desired to create a 
team ownership environment in each one of its stores. “Our mission is to empower each 
person to bring his or her unique perspective and skills to the job. We want people to take 
charge instead of blindly following a rigid set of instructions from a rule book” (Behar, 
2009, p. 50). But this environment of ownership and creativity cannot be without its 
safeguards. Michelli (2007) observes, “Creating the ideal environment depends on 
disciplined quality control safeguards that give structure to the customer experience”  
(p. 53). By creating a team environment with built-in safeguards Starbucks began 
pioneering a new mindset that was attractive to millennials. By attracting the right 
employees and making them partners in the venture, people were attracting others to the 
team—employees and customers alike. 
Beyond Starbucks allure for potential human connection, Thurston (2013) asserts 
that “coffeehouses do not just sell coffee but also time and space” (p. 226). Thurston 
further explains, “They can serve as extensions of, and even substitutes for, the home and 
the workplace” (p. 232). Manzo (2015) further reasons, “One Leitmotif of every modern 
coffeehouse is the wide availability of Wi-Fi and precisely the observably antisocial, 
laptop-focused experience” (p. 753). While a socially connective environment is 
important in the third place, that connectivity does not always equate personal interaction 
between participants. Patrons of the third place are often attracted to socially exposed 
environments, without the necessity of human interaction. Broadway, Legg, and 
Broadway (2018) encourage a “supportive physical environment” that may include 
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publications, a library, or a community board to encourage conversation. Without such an 
environment, the authors suggest that coffee houses attempting to serve as third places 
are in danger of becoming “to go” rather than “for here” spaces. 
The Third Place: A Walkable Environment 
What is the attraction to the third place? Riley (2014) explains that millennials are 
attracted to the urban walkable environment, “Young adults are attracted to urban 
environments. . . . They want the spontaneous, ‘Oh, I ran into so-and-so at the coffee 
shop.’ . . . They want the intimacy of being able to see the same people day in and day 
out” (Riley, p. 54). Benesh (2011) points out that churches have trended toward the 
commuter while millennials are trending toward the urban pedestrian. Benesh asks the 
question, “So what if we started churches with the pedestrian in mind? . . . What if we 
reduced the scale to those who live within a walkable proximity of where a church 
engages the body in life, whether day-to-day interactions or worship gatherings?” (p. 93). 
Benesh points out an important opportunity that the Christian church has overlooked. 
Rather than define the flavor of a worship environment, why not allow a community to 
have an impact on the outcome? To do so, would provide ownership and attraction in the 
local market. A third place often offers a space that fills this need. Patrons can come and 
add their contribution to the overall experience without redefining the space’s existence. 
It is a defined, yet neutral space open to those who desire to fill its landscape and impact 
its future. 
Integration of Ministry With Business 
Attempting to integrate ministry and business introduces a unique set of 
challenges that must be acknowledged and addressed before attempting such a venture. 
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Some advocate this type of collaboration, many deny compatibility. Ethics become a key 
concern when considering this type of endeavor. Recognizing the concern, non-profit 
structures often associated with Christian organizations do potentially provide an 
attractive platform for the current millennial workforce. The following sections first focus 
on Christian ethics in relationship with for-profit ventures and then consider the 
correlation between millennials and a non-profit structure. 
Ethics 
When considering ethics from a Christian perspective, Witherington (2011) 
introduces the challenge well: 
A code of ethics governs every good profession. Physicians are guided by the 
Hippocratic oath, which mandates that they foster healing and life. A doctor who 
performs abortions, therefore, stands in violation of this oath. Plumbers may not 
have a specific oath they are sworn to uphold, but they must still work ethically. 
They cannot, for instance, install parts they know to be of poor quality, or mislead 
their customers into thinking small problems are larger than they really are, in 
order to charge more. When we see such professions as Christian callings, then, in 
addition, we have to ask a further question: “If I do this, this way, am I fulfilling 
the commandment to love my neighbor?” (p. 44) 
Ethics are key when considering the integration of ministry and business. 
Resolutions can be disputed and difficult. Witherington (2011) leaves the reader with the 
paradox, “Christians are to live in the world, without simply becoming of the world. How 
is this nice little walk along a high wire, without falling off on either side, achieved?”  
(p. 123). 
The integration of ministry and business is not a new challenge for many 
Christian organizations. Seventh-day Adventists specifically have integrated religious 
and business practice since the mid-1800s through the health care industry. While 
tensions between religious, business, and medical aspects occasionally do enflame, Carr 
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(2015) suggests that the overall religious subculture remains socially strong even if it is 
structurally weak. In an industry that regularly involves conversations surrounding 
finances, business practices, ethics, and religion, Seventh-day Adventists have 
successfully navigated this integration for over 150 years, even if not all agree on ethical 
or practical outcomes. 
Corporations are increasingly becoming aware of the need to be socially and 
ethically responsible. These concerns are often not born out of selfless moral conviction, 
rather, for-profit corporations are typically motivated by profitability. Rhodes (2018) 
asserts that when organizations do pursue corporate social responsibility (CSR) 
initiatives, self-interest is never far away. Often CSR is pursued primarily for the benefit 
of economic gain and profit maximization. 
To integrate a ministry with transactional business practice, motivations for the 
effort need to be clear. Non-profit Christian endeavors, such as hospitals, can have 
appropriate guiding mission statements, but the challenge of keeping motivations in line 
with the mission must be continually monitored and maintained by every member of the 
organization. One article that discusses ethical business practice suggested, “The 
workplace is an arena for moral development that confronts us with temptations to be evil 
and opportunities to be virtuous” (Berenbeim, 2018, p. 297). Keeping ministry and 
related ethical practices at the forefront of an effort starts with direction from 
organizational leadership, but trickles down to every employee of the organization. 
Employing leaders and individuals with the right moral and ethical motivations is critical 
when attempting to mix ministry with business practice. 
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Grudem (2003) makes a bold and controversial assertion regarding commerce and 
Christianity: 
We should not look at commercial transactions as a necessary evil or as 
something just morally neutral. Rather, commercial transactions are in themselves 
good because through them we do good to other people. This is because of the 
amazing truth that in most voluntary commercial transactions, both parties 
benefit. (p. 136) 
While Grudem’s (2003) words hold merit, the issue of ethics returns to the 
forefront. While commerce is simply a tool to facilitate trade, transactions can be 
approached with either good or evil intention. According to Tsukahira (2003), commerce 
has been dominated by evil rather than good. “Satan is alive and well in the world of 
business. Trade and commerce have been his domains for ages” (Tsukahira, 2003,  
p. 117). While Tsukahira’s assertion is reasonable, Grudem (2003) believes that God’s 
purposes can be achieved through commerce. “Through buying and selling, God has 
given us a wonderful means to give glory to him” (p. 137). Grudem elaborates, “The 
ability to earn a profit is thus the ability to multiply our resources while helping other 
people. It is a wonderful ability that God gave us, and it is not evil or morally neutral but 
fundamentally good” (p. 139). While Grudem speaks positively of Christian engagement 
with money, he acknowledges the pitfalls also, “Money carries so much power and so 
much value, it is a heavy responsibility, and it carries with it constant temptations to sin” 
(p. 140). 
Ethics calls for a high standard. Jennings (2009) asserts that ethics calls for a 
higher standard than the law. “Ethics consists of those unwritten rules we have developed 
for our interactions with each other. These unwritten rules govern us when we share 
resources or honor contracts” (p. 31). Jennings breaks down the complexity of high 
ethical standards in business: 
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Many have referred to “business ethics” as an oxymoron. The little jibe suggests 
that it is impossible to be in business and be ethical. Some see the pursuit of profit 
as being at odds with ethics, however, the term business ethics is actually a 
complex one with many layers of meaning. The first layer consists of basic values 
such as being honest, keeping promises, and not taking things that do not belong 
to you. Another layer consists of notions of fairness such as how we treat others, 
including customers and employees who report to us. Still, a third layer consists 
of issues related to how a business interacts with the community, the environment, 
and its neighbors. (p. 33) 
While being ethical in business is plausible, the challenges must be recognized. 
“Employees work under the pressures of meeting quarterly and annual goals and can 
make poor choices if the company s priority with respect to values and ethics is not made 
clear” (Jennings, 2015, p. 58). Covey and Link (2012) recognize that it is not just about 
ethics. “More and more it is becoming abundantly evident that in today’s economy, the 
bottom line is directly connected to trust. Put another way, there is a ‘business case for 
trust’—and it’s a compelling case” (p. 12). Jennings (2015) counsels businesses to 
proactively set standards for ethical decision making: “Both individuals and firms should 
decide up-front what types of conduct they would never engage in and be certain that the 
rules are in writing, that everyone understands the rules, and that the rules will be 
enforced uniformly” (p. 62). 
Since it seems possible to keep within ethical boundaries while mixing ministry 
with business ventures, it is important to anticipate potential challenges. On one hand, 
Witherington (2011) reminds the Christian engaged in business, “The great commission 
is job one” (p. 46). On the other hand, Sudyk (2003) warns Christians, “Often, feelings 
and spiritual revelations seem to replace analysis and strategy as the guideposts for 
decisions” (p. 153). Sudyk continues with the assertion that ministry-related businesses 
often fail because they lose sight of the fact that successful business must be based on 
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profit. Witherington and Sudyk’s perspectives show that there must be a balance between 
financial viability and mission within the Christian business realm. Christian-based 
businesses must not blindly enter into a venture in faith, without the facts. Cragin (2003) 
continues this line of thought: 
Building an enduring, high-impact business mission begins with the cornerstones. 
. . . Christians should never force-fit business missions into a target location 
where there is little or no opportunity to market a product competitively and 
profitably . . . all types of mission efforts must meet the financial efficiency 
criterion the Bible calls stewardship.’ (pp. 170-173) 
Financial viability is critical to longevity, but one must remember that profits 
remain secondary to the mission in Christian ventures. Speaking to non-profit 
organizations, Drucker (2005) asserts:  
The non-profit organization exists to bring about a change in individuals and in 
society. The first thing to talk about is what missions work and what missions 
don’t work, and how to define the mission. For the ultimate test is not the beauty 
of the mission statement. The ultimate test is right action. (p. 3) 
Functionality and financial responsibility are important aspects of Christian 
ventures; however, it seems that most recognize that the mission must remain at the 
forefront. 
Integrating religious ministry and business practice calls for higher moral 
accountability and ethics at all levels of an organization. Mission and policy must give 
clear direction, but the day-to-day application of that direction must be maintained, 
interpreted, and carried out by both leaders and each employee. Leaders must hold a high 
standard for organizational ethics, but every employee must adhere to a higher standard 
of personal ethics if the effort is to reach its intended goals. 
The Millennial Workforce Opportunity 
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Alter (2020) confronts readers, “Love ‘em or hate ‘em, this much is true: one day 
soon, millennials will rule America” (p. 42). Many organizations are working to adapt to 
the needs of the millennial workforce to maintain a competitive edge. However, exactly 
how to adapt to meet the millennial workforce challenges is a subject of debate, research, 
and speculation. Stallard (2015) suggests that an employee’s feeling of connection, 
community, and unity provides the competitive advantage necessary in the modern 
workforce. Without a culture of group-centered membership, organizations do not reach 
their full potential. Stallard further asserts that, “the leader of the future needs to look 
much different than the stereotypical leader of the present” (Stallard, 2015, p. 87). When 
leaders foster connection within organizations, “People are more enthusiastic, 
cooperative, creative, and productive” (p. 29). 
Fostering a more flexible work environment that provides fulfillment beyond 
work accomplishments may be key to engaging and retaining millennials. “Research 
finds that adults ages 22 to 35 are more likely to say that just being happy or spending 
time with family is ‘most important’ to them” (Millennials Value Happiness, 2018, p. 8). 
Only 1 in 10 millennials believe that their career is a top priority. While “just being 
happy” and “spending more time with family” may be an appealing idea, it appears to 
ignore traditional financial realities. But millennials are adapting. Blakely (2019) points 
out that millennials, “Have learned to travel light . . . They are not likely to be 
constrained by the ‘golden handcuffs’ of huge mortgages and consumer debt because 
they know that kind of baggage reduces their mobility, their career choices, and their 
ultimate happiness” (p. 30). 
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While creating an environment that offers a work-life balance seems to be an 
important aspect of millennial retention, this does not mean that millennials will not go 
above and beyond in the workforce. Peavey (2018) believes that the key for organizations 
interested in employing millennials is to find individuals who share a common set of 
beliefs and vision—and then turn them loose. Sharkey and Barrett (2017) seem to 
recognize a similar opportunity and encourage that, “Everyone in every department must 
own company culture” (p. 116). If organizations can accomplish this, Peavey (2018) 
claims that they will be rewarded with a workforce that is willing to work well past 
traditional work-week expectations. 
In response to the changing desires of the workforce, Christians are potentially 
positioned to provide a methodology to meet millennial needs. Since Christians tend to 
operate with a higher calling at heart, millennials may potentially value engaging when a 
specific mission aligns with their passion. Granted, traditional Christianity does often 
carry baggage that can become a turn off to some millennials. But, by identifying 
common interests, Christians can engage millennials on common ground and serve a 
higher purpose together. Burton (2019) recognizes that millennials are often accused of 
solipsism and selfishness, but they also show an interest in morality. This morality is 
often not packaged in traditional Christian terms. 
To begin fostering a more connected and invested workforce, classical 
management structures and symbols need to be reevaluated. Bolman and Deal (2008) 
advise that organizations need to promote egalitarianism by “replacing symbols of 
hierarchy with symbols of cooperation and equality” (p. 156). Accomplishing 
cooperation and equality among established structures likely would present challenges. 
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While Bell (2014) describes Christian leadership as, “Manifested by a humble man or 
woman who is free from selfish ambition and drive” (p. 281), this ideal is not always a 
reality in traditional structures. Christians should consider new structures that bypass 
baggage and engage millennial interests. While many millennials are entrepreneurial and 
create their own opportunities, Blanchard and Diaz-Ortiz (2017) suggest that “successful 
people do not reach their goals alone. Behind even the most independent achiever is a 
person or group of people who helped that person succeed” (p. xiii). 
In response to a conversation regarding faith integration in business education, 
Cioffi and Snyder (2015) argue that “Christian practices can re-form in novel ways 
existing secular practices as part of everyday life” (Cioffi & Snyder, 2015, p. 40). 
Markuly and ChuChe (2017) challenge that future religious leaders must do more when it 
comes to the economic forces swallowing up the world. Theological education must 
integrate the economic context in which most people of faith live their daily lives and 
express their religious beliefs. Brian Tome, pastor of the fastest-growing church in 
America known for integrating business strategy with church mission, suggests that 
“American churches will soon look radically different from what Christians have 
expected and experienced for the past few decades” (Carr & Willis, 2018, pp. 52, 54). 
Whether Cioffi and Snyder, Markuly and ChuChe, and Tome are right or wrong, it does 
seem that Christians have an opportunity to engage the marketplace with a non-traditional 
approach that recognizes common ground with millennials. 
One example of Christians who are engaged in marketplace practices is the 
Mennonite Economic Development Associates (MEDA). Beginning in the 1950s, MEDA 
organized to meet to practical needs of the mission field through business practices and 
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presence (Kroeker, 2014). While the results of this effort are mixed, Kroeker, who is the 
director of publications at MEDA, suggests that the simple financial services extended to 
the economically inhibited held a key in unleashing entrepreneurship and productivity 
within the Mennonite mission. Kroeker further suggests that Christians in business see 
their faith in a new light when their daily work is an opportunity to express the character 
of God throughout the work week. 
Davis (2017) moreover makes a connection between Paul’s port city focus on 
ministry and his occupation as a tentmaker. “For Paul, business was ministry, and 
ministry was business. He made his shop and outreach center to all who came in to buy or 
negotiate” (Davis, 2017, p. 233). In this line of thought, Christian entrepreneurial activity 
can offer a platform of presence and connection with individuals who do not show a 
direct interest in traditional church life activities. 
Review of Sample Café Ministries 
It is not uncommon to find a coffee shop inside of Christian churches in modern 
societies. What is less common, is to find Christians outside of established churches 
ministering in the commercial marketplace. This review considers recent café-style 
ministries that operate semi-independently outside of traditional church environments. 
Current models generally fit into two main categories: extension locations for a church’s 
community service food ministry or centers of influence. 
Community Service Food Ministries 
Churches often have systems to help provide food for local community members 
in need. The most common types include food pantries and free meal services. Recently, 
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various churches have sought to diversify their efforts through the use of mobile cafés or 
pay-as-you-can restaurants. Both models offer distinctive advantages and challenges. 
Church ministries that serve hot meals to individuals are not a recent 
development. Some ministries are now offering mobile food services that mostly have 
grown out of local food pantry ministries. Mana Café (n.d.) based in Clarksville, TN has 
begun to step outside of the traditional food pantry norms by taking “hot meals where the 
need is instead of requiring our clients to come to us” (para. 1). Others such as Five and 
Two Food Truck in Fort Worth, TX, also bring food to their clients. Lutes, the food 
truck’s chef, notes that “food can be the instrument that connects people with God. We 
don’t just go hand out food. We sit down and eat, form relationships and listen to stories; 
we’re a representative of the church” (Angle, 2015, p. 18). What seems to be true about 
these and similar ministries are that they are sponsored by a church or group of churches 
who fund the operation through supportive donors. 
Pay-as-you-can restaurant ministries are becoming more popular. A Better World 
Café in Highland Park, NJ was hatched in 2009 from a group working to meet local 
needs (Newhouse, 2011). In 2011, A Better World was one of 16 such cafés in the United 
States, while an additional 40 to 50 others were considering a similar venture. Some of 
the mentioned ventures are Christian based, but many are not. Patrons have the option of 
working to pay off their meal or paying less or more than the recommended price. Panera 
Bread, a major retail café franchise has also picked up on the concept by opening their 




From 1989 to 1999, the Washington Conference of Seventh-day Adventists 
owned and operated a restaurant called Five Loaves. The restaurant was managed by the 
conference health ministries and evangelism director, Jim Brackett. Five Loaves offered a 
completely plant-based menu and baked multiple types of bread daily. While the 
restaurant never turned a profit, Brackett (personal communication, January 30, 2017) 
recalls that cookbook sales helped the venture break even. In 1999, the Washington 
Conference decided to shut down the venture. Brackett relates the closure to the lack of 
baptisms associated with the enterprise. 
A few observations rose to the surface as the primary successes and failures of the 
venture in 2017 discussion with Brackett. Five Loaves received high customer reviews 
for their products, built lasting relationships with customers, and were in operation for a 
decade—the ventures primary successes. Four key shortcomings seem to have led to the 
venture’s closing. These shortcomings include a high turnover of employees, an 
unsustainable economic platform, failure to appropriately integrate other ministries, and a 
lack of connection with the local church. With adjustments, it seems that Five Loaves 
could have sustained its ministry long term. One key area of concern that rose to the 
surface was the venture’s relationship with the Washington Conference. Ultimately, the 
conference decided to shut down Five Loaves’ operation. 
Local Church Café Model 
Given the limitations of this research, no model integrating a café as an actual 
independent local church was found. Further, most churches do not utilize the attraction 
of the third place like many companies such as Starbucks have. Effa (2015) recognizes 
that “if the church is going to recapture its original dynamism and make inroads into our 
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culture, it needs to radically simplify and strip away all that is non-essential to be 
followers of Jesus” (p. 374). While Effa comes from an architectural perspective, it is 
important to recognize the need to seek opportunities beyond the traditional Christian 




Implications of Literary Findings 
This review has intended to investigate the various attributes and deficits related 
to a viable millennial café ministry. Strategies for millennial ministry, casual gathering 
places called third places, the integration of ministry and business, and a review of 
sample café ministries have been explored to understand key characteristics of a viable 
model. To remain relevant to millennials, the need for a new viable approach to church 
seems evident. While blending ministry and business does encompass threads of issues 
that can be diametrically opposed, ethics and best business practices can be melded into a 
viable ministry that is attractive to millennials. Utilizing a café style third place ministry 
seems a logical solution to meet the growing generational shifts and challenges in a 




DESCRIPTION OF THE INITIATIVE 
Introduction 
I believe that the church must be attentive to the needs of millennials who are 
experiencing a changing world. Millennials are defined in this chapter as those born 
between 1981 and 1996. This intervention studies a new non-profit church community 
model called Press Together. Press Together is a raw, organic, cold-pressed juicery 
designed to engage and employ mission-minded millennials with a non-traditional church 
mission. The development of this intervention considers Press Together s unique history, 
business model, non-profit model, philanthropy strategy, and organizational philosophies. 
The description details the evaluation process. 
This project is limited to the study of millennials and the financial data at Press 
Together in Ogden, UT. Press Together is a unique non-profit business model owned by 
the Nevada-Utah Association of Seventh-day Adventists. The physical location received 
a building permit and began construction. Operations were scheduled to begin in the first 
quarter of 2019. 
I am the project’s implementation director and have full access to all areas of the 
project. Millennial engagement and financial viability are studied to gauge the successes 
and failures of the project's effectiveness. After evaluation, the directors of the project 
will have more effective tools to evaluate possible future expansion to other city centers. 
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Focus groups were used to measure millennial engagement. Millennials shared 
feedback regarding their perception of different aspects of the overall project. I have 
organized the feedback and delivered the results accordingly. Financial viability was 
measured through Press Together s accounting systems, bank statements, register system, 
and philanthropy platforms. Evaluation of all data was considered through the narrative 
of the intervention implementation detailed in the next chapter. Intervention results were 
measured in relationship with current church trends as well as more contemporary social 
groups. 
Initiative Development 
To remain relevant, the Church must recognize and respond rapidly to a changing 
world. Millennials require an innovative approach that is responsive and adaptable 
because that is the world they have experienced and developed in to this point in life. Past 
absolutes have disappeared and often have become obsolete. Institutions have made 
promises that they have not kept. Intolerance and judgementalism are aspects of an 
antiquated past. Digital technology is a staple of current relevance. The church must 
evolve beyond tradition; otherwise, it will become a trophy of the past. 
Millennials are looking for authentic communities of action where inclusion and 
team ownership are an effortless dynamic of its charisma. This necessitates a dramatic 
paradigm shift in an organization that cherishes time-honored traditions of church 
communities. Adjusting the controls on the church’s current vehicles will likely prove to 
be too cumbersome or ineffective. The church needs new vehicles that are specially 




Rather than introduce a strategy built on existing methodology, I felt it necessary 
to introduce a new approach. Press Together is a new approach attempting to innovate 
church dynamics, restructure organizational assumptions, empower team ownership, and 
provide a financially viable church planting platform—while avoiding unnecessary 
baggage. Press Together is not just a supporting ministry of the church, it is church.   
Press Together 
Press Together is a non-profit church planting strategy that blends retail sales with 
ecclesiastical organization. Mission-minded millennials were recruited, equipped, and 
serve as both retail baristas and spiritual life coaches. The retail platform of Press 
Together provides regular community engagement, financial viability, and a space for 
community philanthropy. In-home small groups, community service projects, 
philanthropy, and a strong online presence will serve as the framework for Press 
Together s organization as a local church.  
History 
Press Together was originally founded by Jason Churchwell and Jared Thurmon 
in November of 2013. Press Together offered unique raw, organic, cold-pressed juices at 
the One Atlanta Plaza in Buckhead, GA. Press Together utilized a central bottling facility 
concept which allowed for additional satellite locations to be opened quickly without all 
the equipment necessary to manufacture juice. Fresh juice would be transported from 
Press Together s manufacturing hub in Buckhead to other retail spaces and workspaces 
throughout the Atlanta metro area. Press Together s menu quickly expanded to include a 
full line of juices, cashew milk, alkaline waters, smoothies, and fruit bowls. The trade 
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name Detox Box” became a registered trademark of Press Together and included a 
cleanse package including five juices, one milk, and three flavored alkaline waters. 
Far away from Press Together s operations in Georgia, a young Seventh-day 
Adventist group of millennial literature evangelists called Thrive formed. The goal was to 
train churches how to evangelize their community through whole body wellness 
initiatives over a nine-month term. In 2015, Thrive partnered with the author of this 
project, Pastor Ryan Hablitzel, and the Ogden Seventh-day Adventist Church to work in 
Ogden, UT. After experiencing the group s ability to engage and retain millennials, 
Hablitzel strategized with Thrive s leadership to create a more sustainable platform for 
the team. The concept formed a Seventh-day Adventist owned juice bar designed to 
engage and employ mission-minded young people was born. 
Hablitzel continued to push the juice bar concept forward, recruited individuals to 
serve on a board of directors, and fund-raised enough up-front capital to get things 
moving. What emerged was not simply a retail establishment, but a non-profit church 
plant concept that would provide sustainable employment for mission-minded young 
people and engage communities with a street-level hands-on ministry. 
In 2016, Hablitzel connected with Churchwell and negotiated the complete sale of 
Press Together s Georgia based juice bar business by the Nevada-Utah Conference of 
Seventh-day Adventists. This action would allow Hablitzel to bring a proven cold-
pressed juice brand to Utah for the project. Churchwell would remain with the project as 





A Unique Model 
A unique model of ministry has evolved through the various dynamics of Press 
Together s history. Press Together is not simply just a retail establishment, center of 
influence, or church planting strategy—it s all of the above and more. Press Together 
blends marketplace presence and sustainability with non-profit functionality and 
ecclesiastical missiology. What has developed is a unique platform for community 
building and interpersonal relationships. Press Together is a hub for community and 
personal health that functions dynamically to touch the lives of people from varied 
backgrounds. 
Each Press Together location expresses the unique traits of its community. Retail 
branding for signature items is standardized across the brand. However, individual 
locations are encouraged to represent their community appropriately. Ministry styles may 
change based on local environments and needs. 
Business Model 
Press Together is a raw, organic, cold-pressed juice bar featuring a variety of 
fresh juices, immunity shots, nut milks, alkaline waters, smoothies, fruit bowls, and other 
healthy food items. By using a central bottling facility model, Press Together is 
positioned to establish hub locations, satellite locations, vending vehicles, subscribed 
business contracts, and cater events. Because Press Together offers raw unpasteurized 
bottled juice, it must be sold directly from a Press Together employee. Juice may not be 
distributed to other vendors. Because of Press Together s central bottling facility model, 
the Department of Agriculture acts as the regulating authority for Press Together s 
operation. In future locations and municipalities, governing bodies may choose to 
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delegate regulation to the Department of Health rather than the Department of 
Agriculture. 
Central bottling hubs serve as full-service manufacturing and retail  
establishments. The juice is manufactured, bottled, and sold in these locations alongside a 
full representation of Press Together s other products and services. These facilities act as 
hub locations where the juice is manufactured and can be sold or transported to satellite 
locations, on vending vehicles, to subscribed businesses, or for catered events. A 
minimum of 400 square feet is required to operate a hub location, but 1200-2000 square 
feet is preferred to allow for expanded customer seating to encourage customers to make 
Press Together a regularly visited third place” destination. 
Satellite locations offer a full representation of Press Together s products and 
services; however, bottled products are not manufactured at these locations. Bottled 
products are transported from a central hub location to satellite locations. Transportation 
distances from hub locations must be reasonable as products are perishable, have a 
limited shelf life, and distance increases operating expenses. Satellite locations are 
flexible and can be adapted to meet the needs of a specific location. 
Since the juice is manufactured, bottled, and designed for transport, it can be 
easily sold at large events or in populated areas with appropriate permitting. Juice carts, 
trailers, and trucks can all serve as appropriate vending vehicles. While this aspect does 
not create a model third place environment, it can help improve overall financial viability 
and brand recognition where obtaining brick and mortar facilities may be difficult. 
Obtaining juice subscriptions with local businesses is another potential presence 
and income generator for Press Together. Since employees are often the most valuable 
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asset of organizations, many businesses are seeking to invest in their employee s long-
term health to both lower health care costs and increase productivity. Press Together is 
positioned to help fulfill this need by providing healthy juices to businesses on a 
subscription basis. These subscriptions help Press Together clear its perishable inventory 
and provide value to its subscribed customers. Juices can be delivered at agreed times or 
an onsite refrigerator may be supplied, stocked, and maintained by Press Together. 
Catering events with bottled juices are also easy with Press Together s model. 
Customers may pre-order and Press Together delivers. In some instances, a Press 
Together employee can be present to set up, take down, and maintain juice stock based 
on a customer's needs. 
Press Together is committed to a compassionate giving policy. Seeking to follow 
the example outlined in Acts 2:46–47, Press Together seeks to be a forum to address the 
needs of the immediate community. Team members may gift certain products in the 
juicery to those in need. Larger causes are funneled through Press Together s 
philanthropy platform as community giving initiatives.  
Non-Profit Community Development 
Ministry Model 
Press Together has often functioned in small retail spaces that are not ideal for 
traditional assembly style worship. In addition to this, Press Together focuses on 
attracting millennials who are not attracted to existing worship services offered. The 
foundation of Press Together s church planting strategy focuses on authentic religious 





Small group communities are the lifeblood of Press Together s relational 
connection. In small groups, members grow in their relationships with God and others. 
Initially, existing elements from various sources are used to support small group formats. 
In time, small group format guides are created to help facilitate groups that reflect the 
mission of Press Together. Small group formats may vary based on specific needs or 
desires but overall are purposed to achieve several key goals. First, small groups help 
foster deep personal relationships. Rather than informally gathering in a group, 
participants are engaged in activities that push them beyond surface-level interactions. 
Second, small groups introduce participants into a deeper biblical experience with team 
accountability. Rather than introduce biblical truths as external information, participants 
are led to apply Scripture to their everyday experience alongside a supportive team. 
Third, small groups act as a positive stimulus to engage individuals in Press Together s 
service activities. Groups apply the Scriptures to practical outreaches and invite others to 
join them through these practical service-related projects. 
Service projects 
Service projects are where the gospel is lived out through practical application. 
These projects may bring various groups together and act as an entering point for new 
members. Any small group in Press Together s network can propose a service project. As 
small group participants learn how to live out their faith biblically, they initiate service 
projects that coincide with what they are learning. By empowering the small groups 
within Press Together s network to initiate service projects, a diversity of projects is 
introduced that uniquely represents a group's spiritual growth. This serves as an 
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opportunity for different groups to practically share their journey alongside others and 
empower every member to be a key player involved in introducing and initiating 
ministry. 
Engaging as a community online is a key part of Press Together s presence and 
overall religious experience. It is possible for someone to be a member of Press Together 
and only engage online. People are able to share their experiences and feel like they are a 
part of the team through Press Together s social media platforms and channels. Service 
projects, ministry moments, and spiritual thoughts can be easily documented and 
uploaded through an appropriate channel. Small groups continue to reach others who 
have drifted or are not able to attend in person. Members are able to return tithe, 
offerings, and also give to other local projects through a mobile giving app or online. 
Press Together is positioned to become a third-place community—the space 
outside of self and family. Creating this community requires an environment of 
communication. A central communications computer serves as the location’s office 
communication hub. Employees are able to communicate through the location’s social 
media accounts and with members while on their shift. 
A transitional third place model is not compatible due to the initial physical 
limitations. Press Together opens as a standing room only retail space. The location had a 
few stools and a bench where patrons could relax briefly, but no dining tables were 
present. The juicery is well connected within the Time Square building in Ogden, UT, at 
the corner of 25th Street and Lincoln. This building houses a long successful upstairs 
restaurant and several law offices that funnel through a corridor with an elevator that is 
directly adjoined to Press Together. The rear of the juicery is connected to a large 
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undeveloped premium downtown location that has been designed as a locally inspired 
food court model. The juicery s space features no retail seating. Press Together will have 
access to the food court seating areas once the plan is executed as designed. 
Philanthropy Strategy 
Retail sales alone are not sufficient in funding Press Together s total operation 
and mission. An advanced philanthropy platform was created so that donors may donate 
to sponsored local community projects, fund business expansion, give offerings, and 
return tithe. Donations may be made online or through a mobile giving app. In Press 
Together locations, a local community focus feature showcases an individual or project 
within the community in need of funding. Individuals are able to give to the featured 
projects instantly through Press Together s giving platforms. Partnerships are also made 
with local community non-profit organizations. Press Together features these 
organizations through their giving tools. Ideally, local community members would begin 
to recognize Press Together as impacting the greater good and begin to give to local 
causes through Press Together s giving platforms. The giving platforms also have options 
to support the given offering, to return tithe, and to support the capital advancement of 
Press Together. The vision for this philanthropy strategy is for Press Together to not 
simply access those who are members but to become a community go-to for charitable 
giving because of its unique mission and platform. 
Employment and Call to Ministry 
As a Seventh-day Adventist organization, Press Together hires baristas who 
exemplify readiness for denominational religious employment. While baristas 
manufacture, display, inventory, and sell products, their primary mission is always 
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ministry focused. Baristas are present to engage people with healthy products and 
positive life conversations. Working at Press Together is synonymous with entering into 
ministry without exception. 
Professional ministry in the Seventh-day Adventist Church has traditionally 
followed a clearly defined career path with predetermined titles of accession. Every 
employee of Press Together is hired with the understanding that they are entering into 
ministry, yet the traditional titles associated with ministry are not assigned to them. 
Employees minister under the title of Life Coach.” Ongoing training equips employees 
with the basic skills necessary to implement coaching and/or mentoring practices with 
others. Ministry happens through invested relationships and not primarily through 
persuasive apologetics. The first ministry of every Press Together employee is to be 
known as a great listener. 
Employees minister as a team of equals without titles of hierarchy. Every 
employee has an area of emphasis beyond their practical responsibilities and is 
considered the team’s lead in the specified area. Denominational credentials are available 
for qualified candidates who follow the appropriate protocols set forth by the Seventh-
day Adventist Church. 
In some cases, individuals have the appropriate qualifications to become a Press 
Together employee. In most cases, however, individuals may need additional 
development before entering ministry at Press Together. For this reason, Press Together 
desires to strengthen the Nevada-Utah Conference literature ministry team by directing 
potential employees to literature ministry programs in order to gain additional 
preparedness for ministry. 
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In following Jesus’ example, Press Together serves as a center of recruitment. 
Millennials are given the opportunity to recruit other millennials through various service 
offerings. Since the Nevada-Utah Conference literature ministry team currently provides 
the best organizational platform for recruitment of new young ministry minded 
employees, Press Together is committed to giving priority employment consideration to 
these individuals. Participation in the Conference’s literature ministry program is an 
opportunity for individuals to gain real world ministerial exposure and allows 
organizational leaders time to gauge an individual’s preparedness for longer term 
denominational employment. To encourage this, Press Together employees provide 
invitations for summer canvassing programs as a way to experience challenging ministry 
realities in preparation for greater ministry. Summer literature programs are directly 
connected to the work performed by Thrive. Through this process, many Press Together 
employees have first-hand knowledge of the summer youth rush literature evangelism 
program and act as front-line recruiters to help build up the team each year. 
Inaugural Location 
Press Together opened its first location in Ogden, UT. This initial location s 
model was refined for one year in anticipation of future expansion to other city centers. It 
is the purpose of this project to create a model that is reproducible to serve the global 
mission of the Seventh-day Adventist Church. Great care and planning were invested in 
Press Together s inaugural location to produce a simple successful model that acts as a 
prototype for future expansion. 
Press Together opened for business on May 12, 2019 at 195 25th Street in Ogden, 
UT. This location is in the heart of Ogden s historic district. Historic 25th Street is known 
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for its cultural and social gatherings which are sponsored throughout the year. This area 
attracts a diverse group of local hipsters, professionals, families, tourists, and local 
homeless individuals. Press Together serves as the north entrance to proposed a food 
court community located on the ground floor of 25th Street s Time Square building. This 
proposed food court concept is the first of its kind in Utah. Press Together serves as the 
first phase of seven planned food court businesses and is located in a stand-alone area of 
the building. At the time of the writing of this dissertation, the proposed food court 
concept had not materialized and Press Together functioned solely as a stand-alone retail 
location.  
Description of the Initiative 
This project evaluated both millennial engagement and the financial viability of 
Press Together in Ogden, UT. Each evaluation required separate methods of research to 
be completed to collect the necessary data. Millennial engagement was studied by using 
three separate focus group sessions with millennials who are associated either with Press 
Together s retail location or church network. Financial viability was measured through 
Press Together s accounting systems, bank statements, register system, and philanthropy 
platforms. 
This study was reviewed and determined exempt from the Internal Review Board 
(IRB) review under regulation CFR 46.101 (b) (2) by the Andrews University IRB 
committee on October 16, 2018. I also completed a web-based training course by the 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) Office of Extramural Research to promote the 




Focus Groups: Millennial Engagement 
Millennials (individuals born between 1981-1996) were recruited from Press 
Together s retail platform and church network. An invitation to participate in this study 
was published on Press Together s website, social media pages, and at its retail location. 
Individuals who responded were sent a follow-up email inviting them to participate in the 
study. Participants received an informed consent form that was completed before 
engagement with the focus group. Participation in this study was completely voluntary. 
Pressure or coercion was not used to gain participation. This recruiting method and the 
subsequent follow-up communication was reviewed and approved by the Andrews 
University IRB Committee. 
Three focus group sessions were held in the Fall of 2019. I facilitated each group. 
Groups were comprised of 3-5 millennials who responded collectively to a set of 
questions that were reviewed and approved by the Andrews University IRB Committee. 
These questions focused on millennial engagement through Press Together on physical, 
emotional, and spiritual levels. They also sought to gauge the millennial perspective of 
the project as a whole. These sessions took place after business hours to ensure 
participant confidentiality. I recorded observations and insights in note format. No video 
or audio recordings were utilized. Data collected were secured on my personal computer 
and password protected. 
Financial Viability 
Press Together s accounting systems, bank statements, register system, and 
philanthropy platforms provided a foundation for studying the project’s financial 
viability. Press Together utilizes two major funding platforms: retail and non-profit. This 
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project utilizes a 403(c)-non-profit filing and reports business income through IRS form 
990-T for business income. A Square, Inc. retail register account manages business 
income. Philanthropy is managed through Pushpay on a separate 403(c) dedicated giving 
platform. 
Press Together banks locally. Debra King, a member of the Ogden Seventh-day 
Adventist Church, was appointed to oversee all financial matters in conjunction with the 
Nevada-Utah Conference (NUC) treasury team. Press Together was formed into a 
separate 403(c) organization under the auspices of the Seventh-day Adventist 
denomination to avoid potential risk given the scope of the church s responsibilities. For 
the duration of this project, Press Together remains structured like a church plant under 
the motherhood of the Ogden Seventh-day Adventist Church. 
I have full access to Press Together s financial documents as the project s 
director. Data were accessed electronically through Press Together s financial accounts. 
These data were analyzed for diversification patterns and potential risks. Charts and 
graphs that highlight milestones and loss were studied and are discussed in the narrative 
of intervention implementation detailed in the next chapter. 
Conclusion 
This chapter detailed Press Together s history, unique model, philanthropy 
strategy, ministry, and initial physical location. Press Together has been the recipient of 
ongoing nurturing since 2013. This intervention evaluated Press Together's operation for 
a six-month period within the first year of operation. Focus groups measured millennial 
engagement as it related to serving the mission of the church. Complete accounting 
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records helped form a picture of the organization's financial preparedness for further 
service in the church. 
The goals of the intervention were to realign strategies and bring them more 
closely in line with the overall mission of Press Together. It was desired that this ministry 
be quickly diversified and reproduced to meet the needs of the Seventh-day Adventist 
Church. Upon evaluation, Press Together is positioned for further investment and 
expansion as advisable. This project holds potential for global expansion given the 
correct circumstances. Successful results demonstrate helping and hindering forces in 




NARRATIVE OF INITIATIVE IMPLEMENTATION 
Introduction 
This project evaluated both millennial engagement and the financial viability of 
Press Together in Ogden, UT. Each evaluation required separate methods of research to 
be completed to collect the necessary data. Millennial engagement was evaluated by 
using three separate focus group sessions with millennials who are associated either with 
Press Together’s retail location or church network. Financial viability was measured 
through Press Together’s accounting systems, bank statements, register system, and 
philanthropy platforms. 
Focus Groups: Millennial Engagement 
Focus groups were organized in the fall of 2019 to evaluate the millennial 
perspective and engagement potential of Press Together’s mission. Invitations to 
participate in the focus group study were displayed at Press Together’s storefront location 
and on its social media platforms. The researcher also extended invitations to local 
Seventh-day Adventist millennials through the churches’ social media platforms and 
through direct interaction. Fifteen millennials (born 1981-1996) participated in answering 
15 focus-group questions. Questions were crafted to understand various levels of 
physical, emotional, and spiritual engagement. 
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The expressed intent of this study was to organize three separate focus groups of 
4–6 millennials to conduct the study. In reality, less than half of those committed to 
participating in each of the groups honored their appointments. Because of this challenge, 
some participants answered questions individually or in smaller groups to accommodate 
scheduling conflicts. The first focus group consisted of four individuals, the second three, 
and the third three. Another two individuals participated together during a separate 
session, while the remaining three individuals interviewed independently. All interviews 
took place in person at Press Together in Ogden, UT. Responses were collected and 
compiled randomly without credit to the contributor. 
The 15 millennials who participated had some form of connection with the 
Seventh-day Adventist church. Fourteen of the respondents had varying levels of 
participation in at least one of seven separate Seventh-day Adventist churches, while the 
remaining individual was only connected through family association. Greater religious 
and non-religious diversity would have been preferable in this study, but did not 
materialize. The participating group consisted of 10 females and five males. Eleven of the 
millennials who participated identified as Hispanic and four as Caucasian. Three 
participants were Press Together employees. The specific ages of the participants were 
not recorded, but all acknowledged as having been born between 1981-1996.  
The following section introduces the questions presented to the groups or 
individuals and organizes the collective responses from notes taken during the sessions. 





Questions and Responses 
1. What attracts you to Press Together? 
Because all of the respondents had different levels of understanding regarding 
Press Together’s function as a ministry of the Seventh-day Adventist church, responses 
varied toward both ministry and retail aspects of the project. While there are some areas 
of overlap in both the ministry and retail aspects of the project, responses are discussed 
separately in the following paragraphs. 
Fourteen of the respondents were attracted or agreeable with others as to the 
possibility of changing the Seventh-day Adventist church’s approach in ministry through 
Press Together. Interestingly, the individual who did not desire to see changes in the 
church’s approach was not active in a local church congregation. The project was 
perceived as an opportunity to experience a more modern dynamic of church life. 
Respondents liked that the project was community-focused, transparent, healthy, and 
easy to share with friends. They were proud that Press Together was owned by the 
Seventh-day Adventist Church and was a more millennial-friendly platform for ministry 
than other forms of church that they had experienced in the past. They believed that Press 
Together may be able to break down barriers regardless of one’s belief system, 
generation, or background. 
Press Together’s retail storefront operation was attractive to participants in many 
ways. All agreed collectively or as individuals that they found the location was inviting. 
Individuals used descriptors like “hip,” “cool decor,” “quick service,” and “great 
location” when describing the storefront. The menu options came across as simple, 
delicious, and healthy. Four participants loved the fact that Press Together had a strong 
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inviting social media presence and were excited about showing it off to their friends. One 
individual liked that we catered to all walks of life and that interactions with employees 
felt like family in a judgment-free zone. 
2. If employed at Press Together, could you see yourself making it a long-term 
career choice? 
The group had mixed responses when it came to answering this question. Twelve 
of respondents did not show interest in long-term employment because they perceived it 
as a lower-level customer service position that did not line up with their career 
aspirations. If more prestigious job openings became available, two individuals shared 
that they would be open to a long-term opportunity. One individual recognized the 
mission aspect of Press Together but did not feel called to become an employee of the 
church. Two that were interested in a long-term employment shared that it lined up with 
what they wanted to do anyway and that it was more than a job—it was a ministry and 
lifestyle. 
3. Do you feel welcome at Press Together? 
All respondents affirmed that they felt welcome at Press Together. Individuals 
used words like “chill,” “non-aggressive,” and “non-judgmental environment” where 
they felt welcome.  Four participants identified the friendly staff as making them feel 
welcome when they came in. Three felt welcome because they knew the staff and already 
had formed friendships with them previously. 
4. Do you identify with Press Together’s mission? 
After being presented with Press Together’s mission, all respondents shared a 
positive connection with it. Since the researcher was also the director of the project, it is 
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possible that some may have felt pressure to be agreeable. It seemed, however, that the 
respondent’s reactions were genuine. Several different reasons for the participants’ 
interest surfaced. Two individuals felt that Press Together more appropriately represented 
Jesus’ method than a traditional church might. Six preferred a non-traditional approach to 
ministry because it fit modern needs more appropriately in their view. Two others saw a 
connection with previous personal experience in ministry and were excited to engage in a 
similar mission. Two preferred a more traditional setting for ministry but recognized the 
need to have more diverse options for individuals who do not have a religious 
background or have had a negative experience in the past with the church. 
5. In what ways have you seen Press Together meet the needs of millennials? 
Thirteen respondents connected Press Together’s healthy products with a 
millennial desire to live a healthy lifestyle. Seven specifically noted that Press Together 
made consuming healthy products easy and convenient and noticed that many regular 
patrons were millennials. Three also noticed that Press Together created a unique space 
for the community that they resonated with. Some liked the fact that Press Together 
created opportunities for employment, and in their view, millennials need more job 
opportunities. The overall scope was noted as being in line with current trends and as 
something that inspired happiness. These were factors that were important for millennials 
in their view. 
6. How can Press Together improve engagement with millennials? 
Twelve respondents stressed the need to stay responsive to changing trends, 
desires, and needs. Eight encouraged involvement in the community through various 
social and community service events. Seven shared a desire for more space where 
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relationships can grow and be nurtured. Three focused on finding ways to improve the 
project’s environmental impact by limiting the use of consumable plastics. Three thought 
that the increased use of social media and other online platforms was important. Another 
two shared a desire to see more opportunities for prizes through drawings or promotions. 
7. Is Press Together something you would be proud to recommend to your 
friends? 
All participants were enthusiastic or proud to recommend Press Together with 
their friends. Individuals used words and phrases like, “Absolutely,” “My friends would 
love this place,” “I have already recommended it to several of my friends,” to describe 
their enthusiasm. Several others indicated various reasons for their enthusiasm which 
included transparency (nothing hidden), a focus on helping others, the promotion of 
healthy lifestyle choices, religious innovations, Seventh-day Adventist ownership, quality 
products, value, a community focus, branding, and location. No negative comments were 
made. 
8. What is the number one reason you would consider recommending Press 
Together to a friend? 
Respondents shared diverse reasons for their interest in recommending Press 
Together. Four focused on the healthy products that were offered. Three focused on the 
potential for positive community and relationships. One respondent felt like Press 
Together presented an ideal opportunity to introduce their friends to Jesus. Another felt 
that Press Together’s genuine transparent nature relating to both product ingredients and 
its overall mission was the most attractive reason. 
9. How would you like to see Press Together change to better serve millennials? 
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Respondents offered a diverse group of suggestions. The eight focused on 
creating a more robust social and service-oriented community, somewhere that 
individuals could be a part of a larger group and form or nurture relationships. Five 
wanted Press Together to be active outside the walls of its retail location. One respondent 
described the opportunity to be more “cuddly.” Two indicated that they would like to see 
more employment opportunities and a larger employed team including a “community 
manager” – someone who focuses on building and maintaining relationships through 
group events or other means.  Three stressed the need to become more sustainable 
through environmental stewardship with product packaging. One respondent suggested 
the use of glass instead of plastic. Two recommended that Press together should become 
more mobile with office delivery or a food truck. Two respondents wanted to see Press 
Together open more hours both during the week and on the weekend. Two stressed the 
need to create more partnerships with other local non-profits. One respondent took a 
different perspective and indicated that millennials needed to, “grow-up and quit 
expecting everyone to serve them.” 
10. Do you think Press Together is relevant to both non-Christian and Christian 
millennials? 
Everyone in the focus groups felt that Press Together was relevant to both non-
Christian and Christian millennials. The participants indicated different aspects of Press 
Together meet the needs of both non-Christian and Christians alike. Several different 
reasons were given for the participant’s affirmation of relevancy to diverse people 
groups. Five focused on Press Together’s healthy transparent products. All products were 
made onsite with simple organic ingredients that were clearly disclosed. Three felt that 
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the non-profit aspect of Press Together was very attractive and relevant to many different 
types of people. Some described Press Together’s relevance with words like “modern,” 
“chill vibes,” “local,” and “millennial-focused.” 
In respect to Christians, three indicted that they liked having access to pastors and 
spiritually mature peers at a convenient retail location. Two felt that Press Together was 
very relevant for Christians because it created space for religious activities that typically 
were not possible in a traditional church environment. Two others were impressed that 
employees did not shy away from their faith. 
11. Would you rather attend a traditional church or move toward a new way of  
doing church through Press Together? What are the major factors that influence your 
answer? 
Many participants desired something different from what they were experiencing  
in traditional congregational churches. Four liked the idea of using both a traditional 
congregational and non-traditional non-congregational approach to ministry. In their 
mind, both were needed. One participant described himself as “an old school guy” and 
preferred a more traditional congregational church model. 
Those who favored a new model of the church shared various discontentments 
with traditional congregational models of church. Seven indicated that their peers did not 
want to attend existing church functions. They felt it would be easier to invite their 
friends to more innovative and inviting non-traditional events. Three already had a desire 
to be involved with a millennial-focused church plant. Three liked the idea of being able 
to engage online with a relatively low level of commitment. 
12. What are the most attractive aspects of Press Together to you? 
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Ten liked the uniqueness of Press Together as a non-profit entity of the Seventh-
day Adventist church. Five liked that there was a spiritual component and it was not 
simply a retail operation. One participant shared that he was attracted to Press Together 
because it was not like anything else he had experienced before. Two focused on the 
Press Together’s purpose to help others. Three simply liked the quality and presentation 
of the retail products. 
13. What are the least attractive aspects of Press Together to you? 
Most participants struggled to answer this question. One individual said that it 
was hard to criticize something you feel good about. Three felt that they needed more 
time to evaluate the operation before offering up suggestions. Another individual felt that 
everything was well done but encouraged the continued development of the project so 
that it could reach its full-potential. 
Upon being pressed for an answer, a diversity of responses surfaced. Three who  
were employees at Press Together mentioned the difficulty of sustaining the various 
aspects of the operation. Producing organic cold-pressed juice and running a complex 
start-up business was noted as difficult and stressful. One person mentioned that he/she 
did not like that the shop was closed on weekends. Three felt that there should be more 
juice in stock so that they always had access to their favorite flavors. Another individual 
wanted more new menu options on a regular basis. Six felt there needed to be more 
seating in the dining area. Two mentioned parking as being difficult at times. Another 
individual shared his opinion the church “shouldn’t be kissing-up to millennials.” 
14. Would you be comfortable inviting one of your friends to follow Jesus, be 
baptized, and become a member of Press Together’s mission as a Seventh-day Adventist? 
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Eleven respondents were visibly uncomfortable with this question. Five avoided it 
or just did not say anything at all. Two struggled with the organizational aspect of 
baptism in connection with church membership. Two were comfortable with inviting 
friends to follow Jesus and be baptized but felt uncomfortable with the part about church 
membership. Five mentioned a desire to see a focus on good community rather than 
baptisms or church membership. 
The four who were open to the idea of inviting their friends to become baptized 
members of the Seventh-day Adventist Church at Press Together still showed some signs 
of hesitancy. Two mentioned that they would need to see a lot of things fall into place 
before they would be comfortable with something along these lines. Most stressed the 
need for a good community before entertaining this question. Two of the individuals 
indicated that they were comfortable with all aspects of the request but did hesitate to 
think about it before sharing their answers. 
15. If Press Together held a religious event, how likely would you want to attend 
and invite others? 
Ten of participants indicated that they would definitely be interested in attending 
and inviting others to a religious event held by Press Together. Four indicated that they 
would need more information about specific events before they could answer accurately. 
One individual noted that time was becoming more and more valuable to him, so he 
would need to see value in any activity that he engaged in. 
Collective Impression 
All the millennials who participated in this study were enthusiastic about Press 
Together, but had different reasons for their enthusiasm. Five had a good understanding 
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of Press Together’s operational scope, seven had only experienced Press Together as a 
retail customer, and three experienced the Press Together for the first time during the 
focus group sessions. Five tended to focus on Press Together’s retail presence, while 
seven understood and encouraged further development of ministry initiatives in addition 
to the retail operation. Press Together’s retail products, decor, and branding were well 
received, but six specifically wished for more community space where they could just 
hang out, do homework, and connect with friends in a casual welcoming environment. 
Financial Viability 
Press Together operates with retail, philanthropic, and organizational funding. 
Retail and philanthropic data were discussed for the 2019 fiscal year. Since Press 
Together opened for business during May 2019, representative sales data is presented for 
May through December accordingly. Organizational funding is presented with current 
and backdated data to present a comprehensive picture of Press Together’s overall 
financial scope. Specific financial data presented in this document have been rounded to 
the nearest whole dollar. 
Retail Viability 
In 2019, Press Together collected $51,889 of gross income from the retail point of 
sale (POS) transactions and bank interest. Bank interest-only represents a nominal 
portion, with $51,847 stemming from point of sales transactions. Monthly gross sales 








Figure 1. Monthly gross sales, 2019. 
 
 
Monthly sales were impacted by three notable factors. Press Together opened for 
business on May 12, 2019; therefore, sales data for May represent fewer days of 
operation. Similarly, Press Together closed for business from December 21-29 in 
observance of the Christmas holiday and, therefore, did not collect retails sales during 
this period. Also, beginning in August, a decision was made to reduce the operational 












work week from six days (Sunday through Friday) to five days (Monday through Friday). 
These three factors impacted sales during the presented timeframe. Various items showed 
stronger sales performance than others during the noted timeframe. Overall, juice sales 
outperformed all other sales combined totaling more than half of the overall sales. 
Smoothie and Bowl sales also strongly contributed to overall retail sales (see Figure 2). 
Overall, customers strongly preferred fresh, in-house made, food products over 
prepackaged items. Certain merchandise items also showed strong sales performance 
despite ranking low in category sales. Custom branded clothing items showed notable 
sales potential, while other branded merchandise items underperformed (see Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. Sales by item, 2019. 
 











































Total expenses excluding labor costs in 2019 were $108,578. These expenses 
included start-up, construction, branding, marketing, administrative, production, and 
maintenance costs (see Figure 4). Renovation and marketing expenses inflated expenses. 
Figure 4. Gross Expense, 2019. 
 
From May 12, 2019, to December 31, 2019, Press Together collected $51,889 in 
gross income from retail sources. Total gross expense excluding labor costs in 2019 was 
$108,578. A large portion ($64,876) of the gross expenses included renovation and 
marketing expenses that were unique start-up expenses that do not represent the day-to-
day operational expenses of $43,702. Based on income and expense totals in 2019, the 
author of this study recommends an annual operating budget of $170,600 (see Figure 5). 
The proposed budget factors in anticipated income growth and a tightening of expenses.   
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Total Income $185,300 
Expense 
Labor $95,000 
Production Products $64,000 
Equipment $3000 
Communication & Technology $2500 
Ministry $1800 
General  $1800 
Janitorial  $750 
Marketing $750 
Licenses & Administrative $600 
Office Supplies $400 
Total Expense $170,600 
Net Income 
Total Net Income $14,700 
US Dollars 
Figure 5. Proposed Operating Budget, 2020. 
 
It should also be noted that Press Together was purchased for the amount of 
$50,000 in 2018. This purchase included a comprehensive package of equipment, 
branding, marketing, and intellectual property from two operational locations in Atlanta, 
GA. Other nominal development and transitional expenses did occur leading up to 2019 
that are not reflected in this document. 
Philanthropic Viability 
In 2019, Press Together used a third-party online platform for philanthropic 
giving. The giving platform consisted of a third-party website that was linked through 
presstogether.com as well as through publicly searchable smart phone apps. 
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Donors had the option of making a one-time gift or to sign up for automatically 
reoccurring transactions. The majority of philanthropic donations were made through the 
reoccurring option. All donors gave through the web-based platform. No donations were 
received through smartphone apps. 
Press Together’s giving platform provided donors with six potential giving 
options: tithe, mission, capital advancement, community focus, Family Promise of Ogden 
(an interfaith cooperative to help provide housing for homeless families), and Habitat for 
Humanity of Ogden. Out of the six funds, only tithe and mission received contributions. 
Tithe was collected and returned to the Nevada-Utah Conference of Seventh-day 
Adventists exactly like a local Seventh-day Adventist church congregation 
would return their tithe. Mission offerings were reserved locally to support the gospel in 
action through Press Together’s outreach initiatives (see Figure 6). 
Figure 6. Philanthropic giving, 2019. 
 
 











In December of 2019, Press Together spent $500 to sponsor a Facebook ad 
targeting Seventh-day Adventists in California, Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Utah, 
Nevada, Arizona, and Colorado, in an attempt to increase online giving. The ad contained 
a one-minute video appeal with a link to Press Together’s online giving platform. After 
the campaign, the ad was viewed over 13,000 times, received 234 reactions, was shared 
104 times, and received 16 comments. While engagement and awareness of the Press 
Together brand was impacted through public exposure, the campaign only resulted in two 
financial donations totaling $50. 
In addition to the online giving platform, Press Together utilized a tip jar to 
collect donations for local worthy causes. If a customer desireed to give a tip, they could 
do so by donating cash to rotating local worthy causes. No tips were accepted through 
Press Together’s point of sale register system. Overall, Press Together collected $1180 
for local worthy causes between May and December of 2019. 
Organizational Funding 
Press Together was awarded grants from the General Conference, North 
American Division, Pacific Union Conference, and Nevada-Utah Conference of Seventh-
day Adventists. The total amount awarded equaled $217,000. This grant money was 
allocated in various ways to meet the guidelines of the specific grant. 
Press Together operated with four paid employees in 2019. The author of this 
project served as the director of Press Together and  spent 25 hours a week with retail and 
administrative responsibilities on location at Press Together in addition to pastoral duties 
as the sole pastor for a congregation of 335 members. Press Together also utilized a full-
time location manager and team member. Full-time employees were scheduled for 32 
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hours at the retail location with an additional 8 hours a week dedicated to ministry 
initiatives. One employee was part-time and was scheduled for 20 hours per week at the 
retail location. 
Beginning in July of 2019, the Nevada-Utah Conference began paying the 
employment costs for Press Together’s employees. Previously, Press Together was billed 
for employment costs from its local operating fund. Two full-time and one part-time 
salaries were directly connected to Press Together, since the director was funded by his 
service as a local church pastor. The full-time manager received the regular 
denominational salary under the guidelines for a pastor. The full-time team member 
received the minimum salary allocated for full-time Bible work. The part-time employee 
received $10 hourly. All employees received appropriate benefits under the North 
American Division policy. 
Conclusion 
Millennial engagement and financial viability were both evaluated using different 
methods. Focus groups consisting of local millennials familiar with the project were 
organized. Financial data was collected through various accounting sources. This section 
presented the data collected. In the next section, the results of this data are evaluated, and 





EVALUATION AND LEARNINGS 
Summary 
This professional dissertation evaluated theological, literary, and research data to 
assess the value of a café style church ministry in Ogden, Utah. The initiative utilized in 
this project was a raw, organic, cold-pressed juicery owned and operated by the Nevada-
Utah Conference of Seventh-day Adventists. I developed and implemented this unique 
non-profit church ministry model and evaluated the project’s potential for millennial 
engagement and sustained economic viability through focus groups and financial records. 
Method of Evaluation 
Millennial engagement and financial viability were considered using separate 
evaluation methods. To gauge present and potential engagement with millennials, focus 
groups were formed and interviewed. Financial viability was assessed by reviewing Press 
Together’s financial records for 2019. 
Focus Groups 
Several focus group participants failed to keep the scheduled meeting time for the 
three scheduled group discussions. Because of this, two individuals interviewed together 
during a separate session and three individuals were interviewed independently. I 
manually recorded group discussions and individual answers through a written log of 
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responses. These answers were detailed in the previous section, Narrative of Initiative 
Implementation. 
The individuals who participated in the focus groups generally responded as 
anticipated from this works literature review of millennial characteristics. At times, two 
individuals shared perspectives not specifically characterized by millennial stereotypes, 
but these ideas represented a minority of the discussion. Thirteen were supportive and 
enthusiastic about Press Together’s mission as a modern approach to Christianity. Two 
were more comfortable with a traditional church setting but were also fully supportive of 
the initiative. Six expressed a desire for more third-place community space at the retail 
location and thirteen wanted to see more community-building social activities. 
In retrospect, the author of this project felt that the focus group method of 
research presented several shortcomings in relation to this project. While the feedback 
collected from the groups and individuals was valuable, it was limited and held potential 
bias. Groups and individuals may have not disclosed certain ideas or feelings because of 
the desire not to offend the researcher who was the director of Press Together and also a 
local area pastor. Further, it was difficult to enlist participants in the focus group setting 
as intended by the researcher. This reality limited the scope of the research. The 
researcher would have desired greater participation from a more diverse palate of 
religious, social-economic, and ethnic viewpoints. The research presented in this project 
was limited to Christian influenced millennials. In order to increase the value of future 
research, the author believes the use of targeted online surveys could potentially provide 





Financial records were gathered from Press Together’s retail and philanthropic 
sources. Retail reports were derived from accounting records and the point of sale register 
system. Philanthropic reports were derived from accounting records and Press Together’s 
online giving platform. 
Retail sales showed a consumer preference for fresh in-house made specialty 
products. Some custom branded merchandise such as t-shirts showed positive sales 
performance, but most merchandise failed to generate revenue. Overall, retail sales would 
need to significantly increase to cover Press Together’s operational costs. 
Philanthropic revenue showed a positive trajectory and opportunity. Tithe revenue 
showed overwhelmingly the strongest performance, while revenue for special projects 
and mission were negligible. Grant and organizational funding also proved to be a strong 
contributing factor. 
Results of the Evaluation 
The focus group and financial viability results are considered separately. Focus  
group results envelop both the retail and ministry aspects of Press Together’s operation. 
Financial viability results consider retail, philanthropic, and organizational sources. 
Focus Group Results  
Fourteen of the participants were very enthusiastic about transforming ministry 
through Press Together. Eight were ready to transition away completely from traditional 
models of church life, while seven saw Press Together as a good supportive ministry 
option without interfering with the church’s current infrastructure. Further, participants 
were impressed that the Seventh-day Adventist church had created space within the 
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organization for this type of innovation. Several were surprised that the church was even 
capable of such an endeavor. Some who had previously been discouraged with the 
church’s direction shared renewed hope as a result of this project. 
Regarding Press Together’s retail operation, participants were very attracted to 
modern decor, online presence, healthy products, fast service, location, accessibility, 
quality, and friendly atmosphere. Two key areas for improvement were noted. First, 
several participants desired more community gathering space rather than the current grab 
and go atmosphere. Second, several desired more environmentally friendly options. The 
most notable suggestion to increase environmental friendliness was to switch from plastic 
to either glass or reusable products. 
Concerning ministry, participants embraced Press Together’s mission as a non-
profit church entity. Most were attracted to the community focus, online social media 
presence, and transparent/authentic atmosphere. Some noted that they liked having access 
to pastors who worked regular retail hours in the shop. All participants were enthusiastic 
about inviting friends to get involved with Press Together’s social and service activities. 
It was seen as an appropriate opportunity to engage both Christian and non-Christian 
friends. The groups did share a desire to get involved in more ministry and service 
opportunities as this aspect of the project was under-developed at the time of this 
research. 
One of the purposes of Press Together was to provide practical job opportunities 
for young people who desired to serve in ministry. Interestingly, most participants did not 
see Press Together as a viable employment option because either it did not fit their career 
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outlook or was seen as simply low-level retail service work. Some could see the potential 
but preferred other opportunities that were available in the marketplace. 
Financial Viability 
Press Together received income from retail, philanthropic, and organizational 
sources. Each income source received funding through various sources. This section 
presents each category’s results individually. 
Retail income was evaluated from accounting documents, bank statements, and 
the point of sale register system. From May 12, 2019, to December 31, 2019, Press 
Together collected $51,889 in gross income from retail sources. Total gross expense 
excluding labor costs in 2019 was $108,578. A large portion ($64,876) of the gross 
expense included renovation and marketing expenses that were unique start-up expenses 
that do not represent the day-to-day operational expenses of $43,702. 
Philanthropic data was collected using Press Together’s third party online giving  
platform and accounting records. A total of $29,973 was collected from philanthropic 
sources. The majority ($27,892) was collected as tithe and forwarded to the Nevada-Utah 
Conference. A total of $1180 was raised for local worthy causes through the use of a tip 
jar at the retail location. A total of $900 was raised for local missions. 
The Nevada-Utah Conference funded employment expenses in 2019. Press 
Together utilized two full-time employees and one part-time employee during 2019. Full-
time employees received standard wages and benefits according to denominational pay 
rates. The part-time employee was compensated at a rate of $10 hourly with limited 
benefits. Press Together also received grants totaling $217,000 through organizational 
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sources. Many of these grants were earmarked for specific start-up and operational 
expenses. 
Analysis of Results 
This analysis recaps the conclusions drawn from each chapter within this work. 
Cumulative conclusions are presented in each section, culminating in final summative 
conclusions. This section also includes recommendations for further research and a 
synopsis of my transformation as a ministry professional. 
Theological Conclusions 
The Creator is a relational God. Being created in the image of God, humanity is 
also drawn toward this connectivity. However, sin causes division and alienation. Christ’s 
approach to reestablishing community in a sinful world is a personal one. He recruited 
individuals personally. Once these individuals experienced Christ’s warmth and grace, 
He gained their trust. In turn, the recruited individuals would often recommend Jesus to 
their networks of influence. 
The fruit of Christ’s recruitment work was not fully realized initially. At times, 
large groups would gather to experience Jesus as a result of His personal work. In the 
end, however, few stood by Him as He was crucified. When Peter opened the eyes of the 
multitude present at Pentecost to their fault in crucifying the Messiah, the fruit of Christ’s 
ministry became ripe. Being confronted with the Scriptural realities in combination with 
the harvest of Christ’s personal work, the multitude was convinced and converted. When 
the multitude at Pentecost experienced Christ’s grace despite their guilt, it created an 
environment where individuals reciprocated that grace and the church flourished. 
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While sometimes necessary for structure, policy and tradition can replace 
Scripture and create unjustified bias within church organizations. What worked in the 
past may have been done with good intentions and achieved results but may not be 
relevant in various contexts. Organizations that refuse to appropriately adapt will begin to 
limit themselves. The church must expand its vision beyond the borders of its current 
landscape if it desires to follow the disciples’ example and experience diversified growth 
as experienced in the book of Acts. 
Jesus set an example of a personal recruitment style ministry. This type of 
ministry produced some immediate results, but ultimately, the full fruit of Jesus’s 
ministry was not realized until after his death and resurrection. A personal recruitment 
style ministry takes time to produce results, but in the end, produces quality results 
unmatched by public evangelistic efforts alone. 
Literary Conclusions 
Millennials have lived through advancements, changes, and challenges that the 
world has never experienced before; therefore, they have distinguished themselves from 
previous generations and formed unique characteristics. Millennials tend to live at home 
longer, get married later, embrace diversity, are tech savvy, desire authentic relationships, 
and can either be lazy and unmotivated or driven and ambitious. Millennials are also 
disengaging from the church by the masses. One reason for this exodus is related to 
millennial distrust of organizations. Organizations have made promises that they have not 
always kept and tend to be difficult systems to integrate with at a meaningful level. 
Religiously speaking, millennials are becoming a part of one of the largest religious 
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groups in America called the nones—an individually tailored do-it-yourself religion that 
identifies with nothing in particular. 
When considering a path forward, the church can learn from corporations who 
have scrambled to adapt to the millennial workforce. While non-profit church 
organizations are often becoming more structured and business-like in nature, 
corporations are often attempting to create more flexible inclusive environments to meet 
the millennial need. Millennials desire to become a more active player with a level of 
flexibility, but also need structure, accountability, and mentorship. They look for 
individuals who are willing to invest in them and give them both feedback as well as 
receive recognition for their efforts. 
Third Places represent a short-term location between one’s home and the office 
that allows for human connection and community. While Starbucks is known for coffee, 
one factor that helped their business grow into a position of global leadership is the 
offering of this type of desirable space. While a customer may never speak to another 
human being except to place an order during their visit, the space at Starbucks can 
become a place of belonging and community. This type of neutral community space 
creates a desirable intersecting point to build relationships and foster shared interests. 
Attempting to integrate ministry and business practices presents a new level of  
challenges. Ethics become a key consideration for such an amalgamation. Religious and 
organizational leaders must set a clear path of standards for balanced operation; 
otherwise, ethics from either source can easily lapse. Religious standards often call for a 
higher ethical response, but business practices can present unique circumstances that are 
not always addressed in religious theology. Organizations that mix ministry with business 
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need to anticipate an overall higher standard of ethical operation as an entity with a 
higher calling. 
Religious institutions have an opportunity to attract millennials in unique 
endeavors outside of traditional workplace environments. Non-profits hold many 
characteristics that millennials find attractive when seeking employment. Millennials are 
seeking a more flexible inclusive environment where they can make a difference. Many 
are educated and want to put their creativeness to use in an environment with 
empowering leadership who can help them develop and make a notable impact. Short-
term, low commitment, opportunities represent an attractive opportunity to many 
millennials as long as space for purpose and self-development are clearly apparent. 
Religious non-profits have an opportunity to innovate traditional workforce structure and 
offer attractive opportunities that are lacking. 
Café ministries represent one opportunity for religious innovation in the 
workplace. Religiously owned or influenced community service models and restaurants 
have shown traction in meeting needs and influencing, but no model was found that 
specifically integrated a café as a local church synonymously. If religious institutions 
choose to pursue a café style ministry as either a center of influence or a local church 
model, missiology and financial viability become key considerations in the endeavor. 
Losing focus in either direction can cause the effort to lose traction and fail to achieve the 
desired results. 
The church has an opportunity to recognize the changing generational landscape 
and adapt appropriately. To continue to engage both millennials and future generations, 
additional avenues of ministry should be developed. Casual third place style 
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environments potentially offer an attractive environment for engagement, self-discovery, 
community collaboration, and ministry. Churches have the opportunity to create dynamic 
job opportunities that integrate mission and purpose within an attractive environment. 
With appropriate leadership and vision, café style ministries represent one way for the 
church to implement relevant and financially viable platforms for mission. 
Implementation Conclusions 
Overall, the millennials interviewed in the focus group sessions were enthusiastic 
about Press Together and the implications for the church. They liked both the retail and 
ministry aspects that were present and offered far more compliments than criticisms. 
When pushed for criticism, the groups focused on a desire for additional community 
gathering space, enhanced environmentally friendly focus, and a more developed 
community outreach strategy. 
In Press Together’s first year of operation, several financial implications became 
evident. The retail side of the operation showed potential and strong positive customer 
feedback but came short of meeting economic viability. An increased emphasis on Press 
Together’s office delivery program and wellness programs could presumably enhance the 
potential for retail viability. Non-profit philanthropic efforts gained traction and showed 
strong future potential. Independent donations equaled more than half of Press Together’s 
gross sales in 2019. Full-time salaries under the Nevada-Utah Conference’s remuneration 
package proved unsustainable for retail profits, while part-time salaries presented a much 
more economically feasible option. 
Press Together paid for renovations to retrofit a commercial office space to a 
commercial food-service ready space. This involved considerable expense. This expense 
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could have been avoided if a food service ready space was pursued instead of an office-
style location. Retrofit expenses can also be included in lease agreements with potential 
landlords to offset these types of start-up expenses. Due to local circumstances and 
inexperience with commercial leases, Press Together absorbed this cost. Acquiring the 
right location for both sales potential and minimal cost is important for financial viability. 
Church organizations often own properties that may be in ideal locations for this type of 
venture. In these cases, a large portion of the potential operational cost can be 
minimalized by limiting location expenses. 
Press Together represents an entry-level attempt to implement a millennial-
friendly mission initiative. While the current platform shows strong potential and has 
been well received, it can be improved in several ways. Foremost, visionary leaders must 
be present to provide direction and retain a focus on mission. Recruiting key players who 
embrace Press Together’s goals, are motivated, and dedicated to growing alongside the 
project are essential to the initiative’s progress and success. Developing more third-place 
community space, enhancing community outreach efforts, and improving environmental 
friendliness are key opportunities that need additional development. Financially, Press 
Together must continue to enhance its sustainability through retail development and 
continued philanthropic efforts. With appropriate vision and leadership, Press Together  
met its ministry goals and retain organizational support for its mission. 
Final Conclusion 
Following Jesus’ example, personal recruitment work needs to be the emphasis of 
mission. When individuals appropriately represent Jesus in their own lives, nurtured 
relationships net unmatched results. To foster such an environment, innovation in 
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ministry is essential. Event style programming represents the majority of traditional 
ministry models; therefore, by creating ministry in an untraditional environment, vision 
and expectations can be developed free of conventional restraints. A café, third-place, 
style ministry represents a millennial-friendly ministry option that can provide a 
successful and sustainable platform for mission. Visionary leadership connected with a 
motivated and supportive team of employees and volunteers is essential for success. 
Leaders must keep mission and innovation at the forefront of their efforts. Without this 
direction, a café style ministry can quickly digress into a simple food-service operation. 
Recommendations for Additional Research 
At the writing of this dissertation, no café models were found that have fully 
integrated a retail third place environment as the stand-alone location for a church 
congregation. Press Together represents an attempt to develop this type of amalgamation 
but is in its infancy stages and needs further development to fully evaluate effectiveness. 
Additional research should be performed once the project is further developed to measure 
both successes and opportunities for development. 
The desired intent of this project was to give millennials a platform to develop a 
church community on their terms. While the author of this project initiated the framework 
for this project, millennials should ultimately shape Press Together’s future. A project 
like Press Together will take additional time and investment to develop. The author of 
this project suggests using an action reflection model to test the projects effectiveness. It 
is hard to know if a theory will be effective without implementation and reflection. Press 
Together will require ongoing evaluation to recognize effective and ineffective 
operational methods that resonate with millennials. 
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My Transformation as a Ministry Professional 
Press Together is the most difficult project I have engaged in as a ministry  
professional. The project was embraced with overwhelming enthusiasm and support, but 
few were willing to commit to the rigors of making the dream a reality. When difficulties 
arose, support dissipated; and I faced success or failure alone. While the church is 
supportive of innovation, innovation is seen as something in addition to, but not a 
replacement for, traditional ministry. Ultimately, I felt that the church was more 
concerned about protecting proven revenue sources and methods for results, even when 
innovation was encouraged and invested in. I discovered drive and ability to implement 
unique projects were often met with enthusiasm, but few would walk through the difficult 
moments which required patience, perseverance, and faith. If I am to continue in this 
current innovation or if I decide to attempt future innovations, finding a dependable team 
who shares the vision is essential. Everyone celebrates the results, but few are willing to 
endure the hardships. Finding, recruiting, discipling, and empowering the right 
individuals is key in this venue. It is not every day that one finds people who are willing 
or have the potential to take up their crosses as Jesus did, but when found, these types of 
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